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Abstract

The ability to equip devices and machines with Computer Vision (CV) capabilities opens
a whole new dimension of possible applications. Improvements in technology have made
cameras, data storage, and processing power become incredibly cheap in terms of cost
and power-consumption. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) deliver astonishing perfor-
mance on many CV tasks, such as localization, classification, and recognition of objects.
This makes CNN algorithms an attractive solution to support on many platforms. To deploy
these data-driven and computationally demanding algorithms on embedded and consumer
devices, power-efficient and high-performing accelerators are required. Modern heteroge-
neous System-on-Chip designs (SoCs) generally contain specialized Digital Signal Processors
(DSPs) for flexible and energy-efficient image processing. Due to unavailability of mature
tooling it is still an open question how to effectively map CNNs to commercial imaging DSPs.

In this thesis we propose a framework for fast and efficient mapping of CNN algorithms on a
commercial embedded VLIW core with SIMD extensions. This framework speeds up efficient
mapping in two ways: First, we propose and evaluate an automated CNN quantization
procedure for accelerators without wide-accumulator support, which is common ground for
embedded imaging DSPs. Second, we define an analytical performance model to explore the
CNN scheduling space in a systematic way. This model is used to find efficient solutions
that maximize data locality for accelerators with small on-chip buffers.

Using this framework we have evaluated the efficiency of several common ConvNets on the
Intel Imaging DSP (IDSP), which is currently deployed in millions of embedded and consumer
devices. The results suggest that the IDSP is able to run ConvNets for image classification
with negligible loss in accuracy and an average SIMD-utilization of approximately 80%.
Optimistic estimates suggest that the IDSP is 17−20× more energy-efficient compared to an
optimized CPU mapping, and 7−8× more energy-efficient compared to an optimized GPU
mapping. These numbers indicate that embedded imaging DSPs are a valuable compute
resource for energy-efficient deployment of CNN models.
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1 Introduction

The ability of equipping devices or machines with a high-level understanding of their sur-
roundings opens a whole new dimension of possible applications. The domain of computer
vision thrives to enable visual perception on computational devices by using algorithms that
convert digital image data to a representation that can be understood by computers. While
Computer Vision (CV) has been common ground in the industrial sector for many years,
trends reveal an increase in popularity in other domains, such as consumer and embed-
ded electronics, automotive, surveillance and many more [5, 47, 54]. Nowadays significant
research and engineering effort is focused on enabling CV for the embedded market[30].
Some of the key CV applications that are in reach for the current state-of-the-art in CV
algorithms are smart camera-equipped consumer devices with a more natural user interface,
digital surveillance in public areas to prevent terrorism, or Adaptive Driver Assistance Systems
(ADAS) and autonomous driving to increase traffic safety.

Figure 1.1: Embedded computer vision applications.

Improvements in technology have made cameras, data storage, and processing power become
incredibly cheap in terms of cost and power-consumption. These trends further lowered the
boundary of equipping embedded and consumer devices with computer vision capabilities.
However, these data-driven CV algorithms are computationally intensive, as they demand a
tremendous amount of data movement and often require thousands of convolutional oper-
ations per pixel[42]. This makes it challenging to map them on embedded devices, which
often have a tight power budget and real-time constraints. To elevate this efficiency issue,
a variety of different cores and accelerators are provided by modern System-on-Chip designs
(SoCs), as General-Purpose CPUs are not suited for these data-driven algorithms [11]. On
the downside, heterogeneous platforms make the mapping process less obvious and program-
ming more difficult. Therefore, evaluation of these algorithms on multiple platforms is very
important.

In combination with the huge computational complexity, the object recognition accuracy of
CV algorithms in natural environments has been a limiting factor in practical applications for
several decades. However, within the last few years, the quality of algorithms has tremen-
dously improved. These improvements can be attributed to the up rise of Deep Learning, a
class of machine learning algorithms that mimic the human brain by learning through expe-
rience [27]. These algorithms have proven to be very effective for many pattern recognition
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applications, such as image, text, and speech recognition. Some examples are: ’Microsoft,
Google Beat Human at Image Recognition’1, ’AlphaGo computer beats Go Grand-master
Lee Sedol’2, and ’Baidu’s Deep-Learning System Rivals People at Speech Recognition’3.

Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNNs) deliver state-of-the-art performance on many
computer vision tasks, such as localization, classification, and recognition of objects. Addi-
tionally, they require little hand-tuning, as opposed to traditional hand-crafted object recog-
nition pipelines. This makes CNN algorithms an attractive solution to support on many
platforms.

Figure 1.2: ConvNets provide an end-to-end approach for several computer vision tasks.

Multi-core CPUs and General-Purpose GPUs have been the preferred platforms for devel-
opment and evaluation of products and services that include CNNs, which has resulted in
an abundance of software frameworks and libraries to develop and deploy these networks
[1, 25, 46]. In addition to CPUs and GPUs, embedded SoCs often contain DSPs, to provide
a more power-efficient alternative to GPUs. While GPUs have been the preferred platform
for training CNNs, due to their great power-efficiency and computational performance, they
are also very expensive and power-hungry. Many applications can possibly be trained once
(offline) on a large GPU-cluster, whereafter the resulting model is being distributed to em-
bedded devices. On-board DSPs might be sufficient to run these object recognition pipelines
very efficiently.

Unfortunately, the unavailability of mature tools to construct CNNs make evaluation on
DSPs far more difficult. Therefore it is still an open question how to effectively map state-
of-the-art Convolutional Neural Network algorithms to DSPs that are deployed in current
embedded and consumer devices.

1.1 Problem statement

Computer Vision technology is currently being widely productized, as a logical consequence
of the tremendous improvements in technology and CV algorithm performance within the last
decade. Nowadays, biologically inspired Convolutional Neural Networks deliver astonishing

1http://www.eetimes.com/document.asp?doc_id=1325712
2http://english.cctv.com/2016/08/14/VIDEOCFc17e0hB9kVGJik3BR160814.shtml
3https://www.technologyreview.com/s/544651/baidus-deep-learning-system-rivals-people-at-speech-recognition/
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performance on many CV tasks. To deploy these data-intensive algorithms on embedded
devices, power-efficient accelerators that deliver high performance are required. Therefore
it is important to evaluate CNN performance on different cores of modern heterogeneous
platforms. The advent of Deep Learning frameworks has greatly reduced evaluation effort on
general-purpose CPU and general-purpose GPU cores. Unfortunately, there are no mature
Deep Learning frameworks available for DSPs yet. It is still an open question to what extend
state-of-the-art Convolutional Neural Networks can be mapped effectively on Digital Signal
Processors, that are currently deployed in embedded and consumer devices.

1.2 Contributions

This thesis presents a framework that aids fast and efficient deployment of ConvNets on
a representative imaging DSP. This framework was used to evaluate the performance of
several (former) state-of-the-art ConvNets on the Intel Imaging DSP in terms of compute
throughput, platform utilization, and energy-efficiency. While we only consider the Intel
IDSP platform in this thesis, the tools and methods that are presented in this thesis can be
applied to any scratch-pad based accelerator, and can speed up efficient implementation and
evaluation of ConvNets.

The main contributions of this thesis are:

• An automated quantization procedure that specifically targets fixed-point accelerators
without wide-accumulator support, which is common for imaging DSPs. This proce-
dure is validated on three ConvNets, and is able to find a fixed-point ConvNet network
approximation with a negligible loss in classification accuracy.

• An analytical performance model to explore the scheduling space of ConvNets in a
systematic way. We propose several cost functions that model the memory behavior of
efficient schedules on a programmable scratchpad-based accelerator with limited on-
chip memory and DMA support. These schedules include loop transformations such
as tiling and loop interchange, and exploit data reuse over consecutive tile iterations.
Using this model we can explore the considered scheduling space for large convolution
layers within seconds.

• An extensive performance evaluation of the IDSP on several common ConvNets. Ad-
ditionally, we identify mapping-related inefficiencies and short-comings to speed up
future evaluation.

1.3 Outline

The organization of this thesis is as follows: the remainder of this section discusses related
works on the topic of fast and efficient mapping of ConvNets. Section 2 provides a brief
introduction on the ConvNet network structure and computational complexity. Additionally,
the target platform is briefly explained. Section 3 provides an overview of the mapping work-
flow from floating-point to optimized fixed-point. In Section 4 the quantization procedure
is explained, whereafter the performance model and exploration method is introduced in
Section 5. Halide and Halide IDSP are briefly introduced in Section 6, and a motivation
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for the use of Halide for efficient ConvNet mapping is given. The evaluation methodology
and results are discussed in section 7. Section 8 contains the conclusions and lists some
suggestions for future extensions.

1.4 Related Work

Convolutional Neural Networks have been around for over almost 50 years [13], but aroused
much interest around 2012, when Krizhevsky et al. achieved groundbreaking performance
on the difficult ImageNet classification challenge [26], using a Deep Convolutional Neural
Network. When researchers established that these algorithms could even be further improved
by making models deeper [41, 44], more complex and computationally demanding models
emerged [6].

To enable these resource intensive algorithms on embedded devices, a variety of programmable
accelerators on different platforms have been developed over the last few years. To train
ConvNets, GPUs are the platform of choice due to the massive amount of parallelism that
is available within the networks. For deployment of pre-trained models on high-volume
embedded or consumer platforms there is not yet a single platform of choice.

It has been well-established that ConvNets do not require high precision for accurate classifi-
cation [7, 35] Custom solutions use low fixed-point precision (below 16-bit) for input data and
parameters which simplify the ALU and reduces on- and off-chip memory requirements. The
DSP platform that was used in this thesis only supports fixed-point arithmetic. Therefore
related work on methods on how to convert ConvNets to fixed-point is being discussed. Op-
timizing the amount of external memory traffic is important for power-efficient acceleration
of ConvNets.

Several related works on how to explore the solution space and find solutions that optimize the
number of memory transfers are being discussed. Manual implementation and optimization
of large ConvNets can be a very time-consuming job.

Finally, existing Domain-Specific-Languages and Deep Learning frameworks to speed up
implementation and optimization of ConvNets on embedded devices are being discussed.
ConvNets in this thesis were implemented with an internal fork of Halide. One advantage of
Halide is that applications are portable across multiple platforms.

1.4.1 Embedded Deep Learning accelerators

The flexibility of the algorithms and huge computational requirements demand efficient pro-
grammable solutions. This poses great challenges for enabling ConvNets on embedded
devices. Chen et al. introduces DianNao[8]: a programmable SIMD-based ASIC for large
ConvNets. Their solution uses large scratchpad-memories, loop tiling, and fixed-point arith-
metic to reduce power consumption. A similar programmable accelerator is developed by
Peemen et al.[35], which further improves power-efficiency by making use of advanced inter-
tile data reuse optimizations. They show that real-time performance is achievable for a speed
sign recognition application within a power budget of only 54 mWatt.

Neuflow[36] and its successor NN-x[15] are programmable FPGA/ASIC accelerators that use
ARM cores to control a specialized Convolution Engine; a hardware accelerator that has a
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spatial layout for parallel kernel computations and reuse of input data using line-buffers[12].
However, the fixed spatial layout may lead to platform underutilization for smaller kernels,
as is reported by Cavigelli et al.[4]. Eyeriss[9] was developed to run convolution layers of
large ConvNets within a limited power budget. It uses a spatial grid of compute units with
a smart interconnect and small local buffers to maximize data re-use and minimize data
movement for convolution layers. Furthermore, it has integrated support for Caffe, a popular
open-source Deep Learning framework.

All these solutions emphasize the importance of optimizing for data locality, as external
memory traffic accounts for a major portion of total power consumption[24].

1.4.2 Network quantization techniques for fixed-point deployment

Recent works have investigated the feasibility of converting floating-point ConvNets to fixed-
point to enable efficient mapping onto embedded devices. Custom accelerators utilize low
precision (below 16-bit) integer arithmetic for parameters and activations to reduce the
ALU complexity, local memory size, and off-chip transfers. It has been well-established that
ConvNets do not require large bit widths for good classification performance[35, 7]. One
extreme example are Binary-Weight-Networks[39], where all weights are binarized (converted
to either one or zero) during inference and competitive performance accuracy is obtained
on the well-known AlexNet network. Reducing parameter bit width allows models to fully
reside in small on-chip buffers, which saves external memory accesses and power. The authors
propose to also binarize the activations, such that all convolutional operations can be replaced
by cheap bit-wise XNOR operations, and are able to obtain respectable performance on a
variety of state-of-the-art ImageNet ConvNets.

The process of designing a CNN consists of two phases: training and inference. Some efforts
focus on making the training procedure more efficient. Training a ConvNet is very resource-
intensive and may take multiple days on a GPU cluster[44]. Other approaches optimize the
inference phase by training the network in fixed-point. However, most approaches assume
that a pre-trained model is available, and try to find a good reduced-precision approximation.

Quantization of the training phase: ConvNets are trained using the Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD) algorithm. This algorithm iteratively forwards a small batch of images,
computes the gradients of every connection (weight) with respect to the output cost function,
and finally adjusts all weights by a small fraction in the opposite gradient direction. The
primary difficulty in fixed-point training lays in the update step of this algorithm. When
weights have insufficient precision, update steps may get lost (due to rounding or truncation),
and the network will not learn. Gupta et al.[18] proposes a method to train ConvNets using
a 16-bit fixed-point format. The primary contribution of this work is the use of an unbiased
rounding scheme, which prevents the update steps from getting lost. The stochastic rounding
scheme has a probability to round upwards that is directly proportional to the difference
between the actual and truncated number. Another noteworthy contribution is the work of
Miyashita et al.[31], which utilizes a 5-bit logarithmic fixed-point format to capture the small
gradient-updates during training. Using this format, competing classification accuracy on
the ILSVRC2012 dataset with the AlexNet and VGG16 ConvNets is being obtained. In our
thesis we focus on speeding up the inference phase, which has different requirements than
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the training phase e.g. we do not need to store small gradient updates, which simplifies the
quantization procedure.

Quantization of the inference phase: Quantization approaches that use a combination of
floating-point and fixed-point arithmetic have shown great potential in optimizing ConvNets
for fixed-point inference[10, 39, 17]. In general, the forward- and backward-propagation
procedure use fixed-point arithmetic, but high-precision weights are kept to store the small
gradient updates. After every weight update, the low-precision network weights are being
updated as well. Training a model for fixed-point inference provides very good accuracy, but
is very time-consuming. Therefore we did not consider this approach.

Quantization of pre-trained models using heuristics: Vanhoucke et al.[48] linearly nor-
malizes weights and (sigmoid) activations of every layer in a speech-recognition ConvNet to
8-bits. One advantage of this approach is that it doesn’t require runtime data range analysis.
The sigmoid activation function ensures that activations are clamped within a fixed range.
A similar method is embedded in the Tensorflow Deep Learning framework[1, 50], which
automatically finds good 8-bit approximations for networks with arbitrary activation func-
tions using run-time range analysis. Lin et al.[29] propose an analytical model for layer-wise
fixed-point approximation of any ConvNet. The authors hypothesize that a higher Signal-
to-Quantization-Noise-Ratio (SQNR) will generally lead to better network accuracy. Using
the observation that the distribution of activations and parameters of every ConvNet layer
approximates a bell-curve, and that the optimal (minimal SQNR) quantization step size of
this distribution is known, the output SQNR of a complete ConvNet can be approximated by
the harmonic mean of all layers. The resulting model is validated by comparing the measured
SQNR to the predicted SQNR for two networks. While the model is not completely accurate,
it may be improved in the future. The advantage of this model is that it doesn’t require
exhaustive layer-wise optimizations, but only needs to know the approximate parameter and
activation distribution.

Quantization of pre-trained models using an exhaustive search: An exhaustive layer-
wise optimization is a commonly used approach for converting ConvNets to fixed-point.
While regular fixed-point may yield good results for 16-bit ConvNet approximations, superior
performance with less bits (below 8-bit) can be achieved by splitting parameters and acti-
vations of different layers in groups with a different fixed-point format [19, 17]. This format
is referred to as dynamically scaled fixed-point, and can be implemented with bit-shifts to
align different formats before computation. Computational overhead should be negligible as
long as the number of groups is limited. The dynamic fixed-point format is implemented in
Caffe-Ristretto [19], an extension of the popular Caffe Deep Learning framework, and can
be used to find a good low bit width fixed-point approximation for many state-of-the-art
ConvNets. This framework was used in this thesis as a starting point to implement the
automated ConvNet quantization procedure.

Most of the earlier discussed approaches focuses on optimizing the bit width of weights and
activations. This leads to significant reductions of external data traffic and allows for usage
of efficient fixed-point multipliers. All of these approaches neglect the accumulator bit width
and assume it to be large enough (32/48-bit) to prevent overflow of intermediate results.
Shan et al.[40] finds that the accumulator size can be reduced to 16-bit without degradation
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in classification accuracy for the LeNet5 network using the dynamic fixed-point format.
While accumulators are not nearly as expensive as multipliers in terms of area and power
consumption[10], it may be interesting to investigate if wide accumulators are a requirement
for running these large convolutional kernels. In this thesis we define a quantization method
that is able to quantize more complex ConvNets for platforms without wide-accumulator
support.

1.4.3 External memory access optimizations

As previously mentioned, it is very important to make off-chip memory traffic a primary
optimization criteria, as it can easily dominate total system power consumption [8, 24].

In large ConvNets the number of references to the same data element can be in the order of
tens or hundreds. This allows for a significant amount of potential data reuse. This reuse
can be captured in a small local buffer when the loop nest is optimized for data locality.

Several works focus on optimizing the access patterns of ConvNets using tiling. Peemen et
al.[34] shows that the number of external memory accesses of tiled loop nests in ConvNets
can be greatly reduced, by not only considering schedules that exploit reuse of overlapping
accesses within a tile (intra-tile), but also reuse in overlapping consecutive tiles (inter-tile).
A cost model for a simple scratchpad-based accelerator is introduced, which enables quick
exploration of the complete tile solution space. A similar accesses model was adopted in this
thesis, since the DSP under consideration has a similar 2-level memory hierarchy.

A complementary approach to further reduce external memory transfers is layer fusion[33].
Layer fusion improves producer-consumer locality by merging loop nests of consecutive layers.
Output samples of fused layers are kept on-chip, without being offloaded to external memory
first. Alwani et al.[3] explores how fusing data-intensive layers (convolution and pooling)
while buffering intermediate results decreases off-chip memory traffic. They find that up
to 8 layers can be fused by adding 100−400 KB on-chip memory for intermediate results.
The reported access reductions range from 8−24×. However, these numbers ignore weight
transfers and do not include fully-connected layers.

Yang et al.[52] implements a tile exploration approach that not only considers external mem-
ory accesses, but also takes energy consumption of additional memory levels into account.
This may lead to tiles that result in lower overall power consumption. Their approach does
only take intra-tile reuse into account and is most likely less efficient on DSP platforms with
only 2 levels of memory.

1.4.4 Domain-specific languages for imaging pipelines

To speed up implementation and evaluation of imaging algorithms, multiple Domain-Specific
Languages (DSLs) have been introduced over the last few years. Halide[38] is a popular DSL
targeting imaging pipelines and provides a concise and portable algorithmic notation style
and a set of scheduling directives for fast evaluation on multiple platforms. Halide has
been extended with automatic scheduling capabilities[32], and supports Hexagon and Intel
DSPs. The portability across different platforms, and the flexible scheduling model makes
Halide an attractive mapping language for ConvNets on DSPs. Darkroom[21] and Rigel[22]
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are DSLs that are inspired by Halide, and target imaging pipelines on FPGAs and ASICs.
Unfortunately, they are not very popular.

1.4.5 Mapping of ConvNets on embedded devices

To bridge the gap between algorithm design and application development, multiple frame-
works have been developed. Caffe[25] and Tensorflow[1] are two popular deep learning
frameworks. These frameworks provide a high-level interface for automated mapping, and
utilities for evaluation and deployment of ConvNets on a variety of general-purpose platforms
(CPU, GPU, ARM).

For fixed-point deployment, floating-point networks must be quantized. Caffe-Ristretto[19]
is a quantization framework which is able to automatically find a good reduced-precision bit
width for both weights and input data of convolution and fully-connected layers within a
user-defined error tolerance. Additionally, support for retraining has been added to recover
most of the accuracy that was lost during quantization. Tensorflow also provides quantization
support, but this feature is not well-documented.

Angel-eye[17] is a framework which fully automates the mapping process of Caffe models
to multiple platforms. However, in their work the authors only consider an FPGA mapping,
and their tools are not publicly available. CaffePresso[23] is a similar effort. The framework
converts a Caffe network description to an intermediate language, from which code for
multiple platforms (FPGA, GPU, CPU, DSP) can be generated. Unfortunately, they did
release their tools only very recently4. Many commercial vendors of embedded imaging
solutions have tools for fast and efficient mapping of ConvNets to their own platforms.
CEVA, Synopsys, and Cadence have integrated automated mapping tools in existing popular
Deep Learning frameworks such as Caffe and Tensorflow. Unfortunately their tools are not
publicly available. Only Qualcomm has released support for automated model deployment on
their Snapdragon processors using the Tensorflow framework. This framework runs Convnets
on the ARM processors but off-loads convolution and fully-connected layers to the Hexagon
DSP. While there currently exist multiple frameworks to port CNNs to a fixed-point DSP,
all solutions either target a proprietary platform or are not publicly available.

4https://github.com/gplhegde/caffepresso
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2 Background

In this chapter we will introduce the main concepts related to Convolutional Neural Networks.
We briefly introduce the network topology and most important layers, whereafter we discuss
the imaging DSP that is considered in this project.

2.1 Convolutional Neural Networks

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs or ConvNets) are a class of machine-learning algo-
rithms that work very well for a variety of Computer Vision tasks. They can be used as
an end-to-end approach for object classification, localization, tracking, or even higher-order
tasks such as object recognition. A ConvNet has two stages of operation: training and
inference. During the training stage the network is iteratively exposed to a labeled dataset.
After application of a batch of images, the network weights are being updated in such a way
that the network learns to distinguish different images. In the inference stage, the network
will be used to predict new input images.

ConvNets architectures are often divided in two stages: first a set of vision layers will extract
features from an input image, by applying a sequence of non-linear transformations to the
input data. Then a stack of classification layers will aggregate the resulting features into
a prediction vector. A prediction vector indicates which objects were present in the input
image, but may also contain additional information about the location of the object, or the
relations between objects.

Figure 2.1: The LeNet5 network for handwritten digit recognition (image source:[35]).

Generic Artificial Neural Networks (see Figure 2.7 for an example) are composed of layers with
fully-connected neurons. Every neuron is connected to every neuron of the previous layer.
Since every connection has an unique weight, it is hard to scale these types of networks
over a few layers. The number of weights will explode and it becomes difficult to train the
network. Neurons in a CNN do only have local connectivity with a subset of neurons from
the previous layer. Additionally, CNN neurons are stored in feature maps, which share the
same weights. A feature map is a 2D map of artificial neurons that spatially represent the
presence or absence of a specific characteristic in an input image. The sample position in
the feature map roughly corresponds to the location of the pixels in the original input image.
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A ConvNet usually consists of a linear stack of layers. This implies that the output maps
of the previous layer are the input maps of the next layer. More recent state-of-the-art
image classification CNNs such as ResNet[20] or Inception-v3[45] use a less linear approach
and include bypasses (ResNet), a specialized feature map connection scheme (Deconvo-
lutional Networks), or complex modules that are composed of multiple layers (Inception,
GoogleNet[44]). An example of a ConvNet with a simple linear layer stack is shown in
Figure 2.2 below.

Figure 2.2: Layers of AlexNet are connected in a feed-forward fashion.

2.1.1 Network structure

ConvNets are composed of four main layers: convolution layers, activation layers, pooling
layers, and fully-connected layers. This chapter aims at providing some details on the algo-
rithms and computational complexity.

Convolution layer: These layers are the primary vision layers of ConvNets, and are used
for feature extraction. The features are automatically learned during the training phase, and
are extracted by applying a 2D spatial convolution to an input feature map or image. The
resulting feature maps are summed and stored in a single output feature map. Finally a bias
value is added, and the accumulated result is activated. Convolution layers do often have
multiple output feature maps which each store a combination of different features. The
computational structure of a convolution layer is summarized in Figure 2.3 below. Every
output map is constructed using a unique set of kernels. Input maps are generally reused by
every output map.

Figure 2.3: Convolutional layer structure.
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The primary operation in the convolution layer is the filtering or Multiply-Accumulate (MAC)
operation. Additionally, these layers contain a lot of data parallelism since every output
sample can be computed independently. The input-output relation of a convolution layer
can be summarized as follows:

f (in ∈ RIx×Iy×Ic×In , w ∈ RKx×Ky×Kc×Oc , b ∈ ROc) 7→ out ∈ ROx×Oy×Oc×On

Where Ix, Iy, Ic, and In correspond to the input map dimensions, the number of input maps,
and the number of images that are processed in parallel, respectively. The kernel size of a
convolution layer is denoted by Kx and Ky within a feature map, and Kc for the number
of input maps that are being used to produce an output map. Generally the kernel spans
across all input maps i.e. Kc = Ic, but some networks have a sparse connection table. The
number of output maps is indicated by Oc. Batch size On is a network parameter, rather
than a layer parameter. Therefore it remains the same through the network i.e. On = In.
The output map dimensions are related to the input maps as follows:

Ox = max
(

0,
⌊

Ix + 2Px − Kx

Sx

⌋
+ 1
)

Oy = max
(

0,
⌊

Iy + 2Py − Ky

Sy

⌋
+ 1
)

(2.1)

Two additional layer parameters are shown in the formulas: kernel stride S, and padding P.
Padding corresponds to the number of zeros that are added to the borders of every input
map to prevent the kernel from going out of bounds. Kernel stride denotes the number of
input neurons the kernel moves to compute the next output sample. For layers with large
kernels (K ≥ 5) the stride is often larger than one, as these kernels provide sufficient overlap.
All parameters are summarized in Figure 2.4 below:

SxKx

Px

Ky

Py

Oy

Ox

Oc

Kc

Kx

Ky

kernels

Ic

Ix + 2Px

Iy + 2Py

Oc

On
In

Figure 2.4: A 3D kernel shifts over input maps to produce a single output map. All samples
in one output map share the same kernel.

The function that is applied on the input data is a 3-dimensional spatial convolution, followed
up by a non-linear pixel-wise transformation or activation function:

acc = b(oc) +
Kc-1

∑
kc=0

Ky-1

∑
ky=0

Kx-1

∑
kx=0

w(kx, ky, kc, oc) · in(ox · Sx − Px + kx, oy · Sy − Py + ky, kc, on)

out(ox, oy, oc, on) = activation(acc) (2.2)
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where ox, oy, oc, on are positive integers that are bounded by layer dimensions Ox, Oy, Oc, On,
respectively. The workload of a convolution layer is often denoted by the number of multiply-
accumulate (MAC) operations in a layer. We ignore the bias assignment and activation in
this calculation due to their limited impact on execution time.

MACs per layer = Kernel size ·Number of output samples

= (Kx · Ky · Kc) · (Ox ·Oy ·Oc ·On) (2.3)

The size of a layer corresponds to the number of trainable parameters.

Parameters per layer = Kernel size ·Number of output maps

= (Kx · Ky · Kc) ·Oc (2.4)

As can be seen, the amount of computation in a convolution layer is approximately Ox ·
Oy ·On times larger than the number of weights. This is because of the fact that kernels
are reused for all samples in an output map. It is important to exploit this reuse, as many
platforms do not have the available bandwidth to continuously load new weights and input
data for every multiply-accumulate.

Activation layer: One of the most important aspects of any ANN (and CNN) is the non-
linear transformation in between layers. These non-linearities or activations enable a CNN to
learn approximations of complex functions during the training stage. Activations are applied
to every output sample of a convolution or fully-connected layer and are therefore often fused
with these layers. Over time a variety of non-linearities have been used. Some examples are
shown in figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Activation functions.

Early Perceptron networks used a Heaviside-function to model a binary linear classifier. This
single-layer network could learn simple linearly separable functions using the learning rule of
Frank Rosenblatt.

With the introduction of the back-propagation algorithm for automated learning of Multi-
layer Perceptron Networks by Rumelhart et al. in 1986, the Heaviside function was abandoned
for a sigmoid. This gradient-based learning method required a smooth activation function.
When networks were made deeper, learning it became increasingly more difficult. One major
reason was that sigmoid activation functions saturate during learning. At this point the error
gradient converges to zero, which makes that early layers in deep networks stop learning.
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This issue could be resolved by unsupervised pre-training, good weight initialization, and the
addition of normalization layers[14, 20].

The outstanding performance of the well-known AlexNet network on the difficult Imagenet
Classification Challenge in 2012[26], was a major reason for the massive shift from sigmoids
to the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function. ReLU did not suffer from vanishing
gradients so learning was much faster. Additionally, it was easier to compute than a sigmoid,
and resulted in better performance. While the ReLU function is still the most prominent
activation function in modern CNNs, there is still significant research effort ongoing to
other activation functions[16]. Better activation functions may improve the training speed
or obtain better results. The computational requirements of an activation layer are often
ignored, since they are insignificant in comparison to convolution layers. ReLU activations
can be inlined and do therefore not require any additional memory. Sigmoidal activations
may need to store an approximation table.

Pooling layer: After the activation function, convolution layers may be followed up by a
pooling layer. Its main goal is to reduce the complexity of the model by reducing the size
of feature maps. However, the main characteristics of the feature map should be preserved:
indicate the presence or absence of features and their approximate location in the input
image. Pooling is applied to every individual input feature map, and results in the same
number of output maps i.e. Oc = Ic:

f (in ∈ RIx×Iy×Ic×In) 7→ out ∈ ROx×Oy×Oc×On

where the relation between input and output maps can be computed using Equation 2.1.

Taking the average or the maximum of a set of pixels within a small 2D window are commonly
used pooling functions. These operations can be written down as:

out(ox, oy, oc, on) = max
kx∈[0,Kx),ky∈[0,Kx)

in(ox · Sx − Px + kx, oy · Sy − Py + ky, oc, on) (2.5)

out(ox, oy, oc, on) =
1

Kx · Ky

Kx

∑
kx=1

Ky

∑
ky=1

in(ox · Sx − Px + kx, oy · Sy − Py + ky, oc, on) (2.6)

where ox, oy, oc, on are positive integers that are bounded by Ox, Oy, Oc, On, respectively.

The stride and kernel parameters are often identical i.e. Kx = Sx and Ky = Sy, which
results in non-overlapping windows. The computational requirements of a pooling layer are
often neglected, since they are very small in comparison to convolution layers. Additionally,
pooling layers have no weights.

21
12

Ky

SxKx

8
19

21 8
1219

21 19

15 10

3
10 max

15 10
avg

Figure 2.6: Example of max- and average-pooling. The resulting feature map size will be
reduced by 75% after applying this 2× 2 filter with stride 2.
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Fully-connected layer: The last few layers in almost any ConvNet are classification or fully-
connected layers. These layers are used to combine all final features and predict the class of
the input image. The layer structure is similar to more traditional Artificial Neural Networks
(ANN), since every neuron has full connectivity to every neuron of the previous layer.

f (in ∈ RIc×In , w ∈ RIc×Oc , b ∈ ROc) 7→ out ∈ ROc×On

In some early networks a stack of 3 fully-connected layers was used (at the end of the
network), from which the first two layers were followed up with an activation layer. Newer
networks (Inception, ResNet) prefer to use only one of these layers, since fully-connected
layers are very memory-intensive and should therefore be replaced by convolution layers
when possible.

Figure 2.7: A ’traditional’ ANN has only fully-connected layers. A ConvNet has replaced
most of these layers with convolution layers, which require less weights since all neurons in
a feature map share the same kernel.

The first fully-connected layer operates on the remaining feature maps of the last convolution
layer, which are basically flattened to a single vector. The last fully-connected layer outputs
a vector with raw un-normalized class predictions. These layers are then normalized with a
Softmax function and classified with an Argmax function.

The function that is applied on the input data is a matrix-vector multiplication:

acc = b(oc) +
Ic-1

∑
kc=0

w(oc, kc)× in(kc, on) (2.7)

out(oc, on) = activation(acc)

where oc, on are positive integers that are bounded by layer dimensions Oc, On, respec-
tively. The workload of a fully-connected layer is often denoted as the number of multiply-
accumulate (MAC) operations in a layer, similar to a convolution layer. We ignore the bias
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assignment and activation in this calculation due to their limited impact on execution time.

MACs per layer = Kernel size ·Number of output samples

= Ic · (Oc ·On) (2.8)

The size of a layer corresponds to the number of trainable parameters.

Parameters per layer = Kernel size ·Number of output maps

= Ic ·Oc (2.9)

These layers do have many unique weights, which can only be reused if we process multiple
images in parallel. This is the primary reason that these layers are often memory-bounded.

2.2 Imaging DSPs

Image processing tasks have become more predominant with the influx of camera-equipped
devices. Modern heterogeneous System-on-Chips (SoCs) often contain programmable imag-
ing DSPs to add low-cost, energy-efficient and flexible vision capabilities to the platform.
Primary applications of imaging DSPs range from image enhancement and post-processing,
to more complex computer vision tasks such as object recognition. These applications of-
ten consist of a pipeline with multiple computation stages, which take prior results as their
input, apply a local kernel or reduction, and produce some intermediate results for the next
stage. Imaging pipelines generally expose a tremendous amount of data parallelism, as the
computation pipeline must generally be applied to millions of pixels. Therefore, CNNs could
potentially run very efficient on these imaging platforms. Examples of modern commercial
SoCs that include Imaging DSPs are Cadence5, Synopsys 6, CEVA 7, Qualcomm8, and Intel9.

2.2.1 Intel IPU platform

This project was executed on the Intel IPU platform. The Intel Image Processing Unit (IPU)
provides a complete imaging solution on Intel SoCs. The platform is currently embedded in
multiple Intel platforms targetting consumer electronics and embedded systems10. The IPU
platform consists of multiple Imaging DSPs (IDSP), scalar control processors, and fixed-
function hardware blocks. Additionally, the platform contains several DMA controllers to
orchestrate the dataflow between camera interfaces, IDSPs, and external memory.

Each IDSP is a Very Large Instruction Word (VLIW) processor with SIMD-extensions.
Instruction-Level-Parallelism (ILP) is exploited by having multiple issue slots. Each issue
slot supports a variety of instructions and can start execution of a new instruction every
cycle. Related instructions in an issue slot are grouped in functional units to save hard-
ware. Some issue slots support SIMD-instructions and operate on vector elements to exploit

5https://community.cadence.com/cadence_blogs_8/b/breakfast-bytes/archive/2017/05/01/vision-c5
6https://www.synopsys.com/dw/ipdir.php?ds=ev6x-vision-processors
7http://www.ceva-dsp.com/product/ceva-xm6/
8https://developer.qualcomm.com/software/hexagon-dsp-sdk/dsp-processor
9Intel Image Processing Is Presenting New Possibilities for IP Cameras - Product brief

10http://www.anandtech.com/show/10635/intel-quietly-launches-apollo-lake-soc
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Data-Level-Parallelism (DLP). Each IDSP contains multiple software-managed scratchpad
memories for energy-efficient and predictable memory accesses.

Figure 2.8: Intel IPU platform overview.

2.2.2 IDSP test-bench

The evaluation platform that was used in this thesis consists of a small subset of the complete
IPU platform. More precisely, it consists of a cycle-accurate simulator of a single IDSP tile,
some local memories, and a host processor. In the test-bench, the host processor controls
the IDSP. First, the host processor transfers new data into the local memories. Then it will
notify the IDSP that it can start processing. After the DSP has processed the input data, and
produced the output results, the host processor will extract the results from local memory. All
these steps happen in a blocking manner. Due to this practical limitation, it was very difficult
to create an effective conclusion about the effect of memory transfers on the computational
performance, since these did not concur any overhead on the IDSP. Therefore we decided to
use this test-bench for application development and accurate compute performance numbers,
while we will consider a theoretical model for the impact of memory traffic and DMA transfers.
A final performance estimate will be based on a combination of both.

Figure 2.9: Test-bench for application development on the IDSP.
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2.2.3 System model

The model that will be used for evaluation of ConvNets on an imaging DSP is depicted in
Figure 2.10 below. The system consists of a single IDSP tile with a single local Scratchpad
Memory (SPM), a Direct Memory Access Controller (DMAC), and external memory. The
DSP processes on data that is available in the local memory. Data is transferred between
external memory and SPM using DMA transfers that are initiated by the DSP. DMA transfer
calls can be inserted into the application code by the programmer. We model the DMA
cycle penalty as a function of the number of transfers that are required to fully process
the application. We assume that DMA transfers can be executed in parallel with the DSP
application. A bus arbiter serializes the accesses to the local memory, and prioritizes traffic
from the DSP over external memory transfers.

Figure 2.10: System model that will be used for the performance evaluation.
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3 Fast implementation of ConvNets to an imaging DSP

Section 2 presents the algorithm and platform that will be investigated. The workflow of
mapping a ConvNet to a fixed-point DSP is summarized in Figure 3.1. This chapter will
briefly elaborate on the steps required to speed up mapping of ConvNets to an imaging DSP.

Figure 3.1: ConvNet to DSP mapping flow.

In words:

1. Find a representative set of models to map

2. Quantize the floating-point models to fixed-point

3. Convert the models into functional DSP application code

4. Optimize the mapping for the platform

3.1 Model selection

The mapping process of any ConvNet to a platform starts by selecting a network and dataset.
We chose to adopt models from the Caffe Deep Learning framework[25]. This open-source
framework has a large set of public pre-trained models11 and is very popular. Model avail-
ability is very important because training new models from scratch may take multiple days
on a GPU cluster[44]. Pre-trained models can just be downloaded and used.

A Caffe ConvNet model consists of a weight file and a high-level network description. Caffe
uses Googles Protocol Buffer library12 to define a schema of their ConvNet structure. The
schema defines that a network is constructed from layers, which may have inputs and/or out-
puts, and a set of hyper-parameters that differ per layer type. Caffe uses the .binaryproto
format for weight serialization. The network description is stored in the human-readable
.prototxt format. An example of a Caffe layer description is shown in Figure 3.2.The
layer description lists the input (bottom) and output (top) buffers of this layer together with
the hyper-parameters of a convolution layer, such as the number of output maps, the amount
of padding, and the kernel size. Parameters that are not defined are set to the default value,
as is defined by the Protobuffer ConvNet schema. Caffe will derive the exact feature map
dimensions for every layer at runtime while parsing the complete network.

ConvNets can be used for many computer-vision tasks, including object classification, object
localization, and object recognition. In this thesis we will only consider ConvNets that are

11https://github.com/BVLC/caffe/wiki/Model-Zoo
12https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers
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layer {
name: "conv1"
type: "Convolution"
bottom: "input"
top: "output"
convolution_param {
num_output: 32
pad: 2
kernel_size: 5

}
}

conv1 (Convolution)

output

input weights

Figure 3.2: Convolution layer in Caffe.

trained to classify images from a large dataset. There exist countless datasets for many
different tasks. Some datasets aim for a very specific task, such as traffic sign classifica-
tion13, face recognition14, handwritten digits classification15, or flower classification16. Other
datasets are used as computer vision benchmarks and generally include a wide variety of dif-
ferent classes, such as vehicles, animals, plants, and humans. The difficulty of the task
depends on many factors e.g. image size, number of classes, or the amount of distortion
(e.g. objects may have different scale or position, images may contain irrelevant objects).
Some well-known object recognition benchmarks include CIFAR17, ILSVRC18, or the new
COCO19 dataset.

Figure 3.3: Classifying objects in natural images can be a challenging task, due to the wide
diversity of different object representations. (image source: CIFAR-10 website)

3.2 Model quantization

Before a ConvNet can be mapped onto the IDSP platform, it must be converted to fixed-
point. The process of converting a floating-point network to reduced-precision is often called
network quantization. In this work the goal of the quantization procedure is to find a good
fixed-point approximation of a pre-trained floating-point ConvNet that can be deployed on

13http://benchmark.ini.rub.de/?section=gtsrb&subsection=dataset
14http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/˜vgg/data/vgg_face
15http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist
16http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/˜vgg/data/flowers/102
17https://www.cs.toronto.edu/˜kriz/cifar.html
18http://www.image-net.org
19http://mscoco.org
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the IDSP. The IDSP achieves maximum throughput when vector-instructions can be utilized.
However, the vector-operations do not support wide accumulators for storing intermediate
kernel computation results. Narrow 16-bit accumulators may result in overflow for ConvNet
layers with large kernels. 32-bit accumulators are supported through emulation, but will
half the platform’s multiply-accumulate throughput. Therefore we aim to find a network
approximation that runs on a platform with narrow 16-bit accumulators without a significant
penalty in network accuracy. Section 4 provides an extensive description of the quantization
procedure.

Caffe supports a wide range of different ConvNet layers, and is highly optimized for training
or inference of ConvNets on GPUs. However, Caffe does not have support for quantization.
Ristretto[19] extends Caffe with simulated reduced-precision support for the main ConvNet
layers: convolution and fully-connected. To simulate reduced-precision arithmetic, they use
a 3-step approach, which was initially proposed by Courbariaux et al.(2014)[10]. First the
high-precision input and parameters data is reduced to the preferred reduced precision format
i.e. all samples are saturated within representable range. For regular fixed-point, the result
can be computed as follows:

float2qfloat(x, bw, f l) = round(max(min(x/2− f l , 2bw−1 − 1),−2bw−1)) · 2− f l (3.1)

For example, consider the floating-point value x = 3.123432. This value can be quantized
within fixed-point Q8.8 range using float2qfloat(x, 16, 8) = 3.125. After quantization of all
data and parameters, Caffe computes the output result of the convolution or fully-connected
layer using its regular optimized floating-point routine. Finally, the resulting output samples
are all saturated to the required fixed-point output format.

layer {
name: "conv1"
type: "Convolution"
bottom: "input"
top: "output"
convolution_param {
num_output: 32
pad: 2
kernel_size: 5

}
quantization_param {
bw_layer_in: 4
bw_layer_out: 16
bw_params: 12
fl_layer_in: 2
fl_layer_out: 13
fl_params: 11

}
}

float2qfloat

conv1 (Convolution)

output

input

float2qfloat

weights

float2qfloat

Figure 3.4: Convolution layer description with Ristretto’s simulated reduced-precision exten-
sion (grey blocks). Every float2qfloat block has a configurable fixed-point format.
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The advantage of emulating reduced-precision numbers is twofold. First, this method inte-
grates nicely with existing deep learning libraries, which use optimized linear algebra routines
for fast computation of convolution and fully-connected layers. Second, this method is very
flexible in the sense that you can easily quantize a single layer, while the rest of the network
remains high-precision.

We have used Caffe-Ristretto as a starting point for converting Caffe models to fixed-point.
More specifically, the dynamic fixed-point format layers were used, while the quantization
procedure is completely revised. The output of the quantization procedure will be a Caffe
network description (.prototxt) with some additional variables to denote the fixed-point
format per convolution and fully-connected layer. All of our benchmark networks used ReLU
activations and max-pooling, which do not require quantization.

What might have been problematic for ConvNet quantization for the IDSP platform is that
Caffe-Ristretto does not simulate reduced-precision accumulators. It is not trivial to include
this change, since the intermediate accumulator results are hidden in the optimized linear-
algebra routines. However, using our quantization approach in Section 4, we did not find
this limitation problematic for all benchmark networks that were tested.

3.3 Network mapping

After a good network quantization configuration is found, the ConvNet model must be
converted to functional code that will run on the IDSP. We have written a small parser to
convert the Caffe network description to a C network configuration header file.

The IDSP test-bench currently supports two languages for application development: C with
intrinsics (DSP-specific operations) and Halide IDSP[49], an experimental fork of Halide[38]
that adds support for the Intel IDSP. Halide provides a very concise functional notation which
can speed up the implementation and optimization of large and complex imaging pipelines,
such as ConvNets. These networks may consist of hundreds of layers, possibly including
bypasses between different layers, or a specialized connection scheme.

While Halide IDSP is not fully mature, it provides good opportunities for fast and efficient
evaluation of ConvNets. Therefore we have used Halide IDSP for implementation of all
benchmarks. A variety of ConvNet layers were implemented in Halide and tested against the
Caffe reference implementation using the Google Test framework20 for regression testing.
Fixed-point support was added to the ConvNet layers to enable mapping on the IDSP.
Section 6 provides a more extensive introduction on Halide and Halide IDSP, and discusses
some practical short-comings in the current implementation of Halide IDSP. Additionally, we
show that Halide is able to obtain respectable performance on ConvNet image classification,
in comparison to the Caffe framework which utilizes hand-tuned linear algebra routines.

3.4 Network optimization

The computation of a convolution layer, as defined in Equation 2.2, can be written as a
7-dimensional loop nest.

20https://github.com/google/googletest
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1 DMA get in[0:O_n][0:K_c][0:I_y][0:I_x] to B_in;
2 DMA get w[0:O_c][0:K_c][0:K_y][0:K_x] to B_w;
3 DMA get b[0:O_c] to B_b;
4 for (o_n=0; o_n<O_n; o_n++) { //batch size
5 for (o_c=0; o_c<O_c; o_c++) { //output maps
6 for (o_y=0; o_y<O_y; o_y++) { //map cols
7 for (o_x=0; o_x<O_x; o_x++) { //map rows
8 acc = B_b[o_c]; //assign bias
9 for (k_c=0; k_c<K_c; k_c++) { //input maps

10 for (k_y=0; k_y<K_y; o_y++) { //kernel cols
11 for (k_x=0; k_x<K_x; o_x++) { //kernel rows
12 acc += B_in[o_n][o_c][o_y+k_y][o_x+k_x]
13 * B_w[o_c][k_c][k_y][k_x];
14 } } }
15 B_out[o_x][o_y][o_c][o_n] = activation(acc)
16 } } } }
17 DMA put B_out to out[0:O_x][0:O_y][0:O_c][0:O_n];

Listing 1: Loop nest pseudo-code for convolution Layer.

From Listing 1 follows that the inner loop applies a 3-dimensional kernel to input data (lines
8-14), which results in a stack of output features maps (lines 4-7). Other layers have a
similar loop nest structure i.e. a kernel is applied to one or more input maps, which results in
a stack of output maps. Fully-connected layers are in essence convolution layers with feature
map dimensions of Ox ×Oy = 1× 1. In this thesis we will always assume that the complete
network fits into external memory, and that a small subset is available in the local memory
of the DSP. Two types of DMAC API calls are depicted in the loop nest. The get call will
initiate a transfer from off-chip memory to local scratchpad memory (SPM). The old buffer
content of the corresponding buffer will be overwritten. Likewise, the put call will initiate
a buffer transfer from SPM to the corresponding buffer in external memory

The memory footprint of convolution layers can be quite significant. Figure 3.5 shows the
required buffer size to store the feature maps and the kernel data of every convolution layer
of the well-known AlexNet ConvNet[26]. As can be seen in the figure, buffering a complete
layer will already cost several MBs of on-chip storage. Fully-connected layers can even be
larger, taking up to several hundred MBs of memory. Obviously it is not feasible to have
first-level hardware caches or software-controlled scratch-pad memories of this size. Having
the required data in local buffers close to your computation unit is important, as retrieving
data from external memory may greatly degrade application performance; an access from
external memory can take over 50 ns on a modern multi-core CPU. To resolve this issue,
loop nests are often optimized for data locality.

Data locality refers to the process of optimizing the data access pattern of an application. The
data access pattern of a loop nest is determined by its computation order or schedule. When
consecutive references to the same data element are retrieved from on-chip buffers, instead
of requiring a costly external memory access, data locality is exploited. Energy-efficient and
real-time solutions such as imaging DSPs often have software-managed scratch-pad memories
(SPMs). These SPMs provide explicit control over data movement. This allows for energy-
efficient predictable memory accesses at the cost of increased programming complexity. The
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Figure 3.5: Memory footprint of convolution layers of AlexNet (1 image, float32).

programmer must decide on what data should be moved into on-chip memory, and what data
should be thrown out. Loop transformations and reuse distance analysis can be a great tool
in optimizing a loop nest for data locality. The primary loop transformations for optimizing
individual layers of ConvNets for data locality are loop interchange, loop tiling, and layer
fusion. In this thesis we do only consider the tiling and interchange.

Finding the best performing schedule for convolution or fully-connected layers is not trivial.
The number of possible tile combinations for every layer corresponds to Ox ·Oy ·Oc ·On ·On.
For a buffer size below 100 KB, the number of solutions is often in the order of 1−10 million,
for a large convolution layer. Furthermore, the order in which tiles are processed also plays
a crucial role for finding memory-efficient schedules. For example, if two consecutive tiles
require the same input data, we do not have to reload the same buffer twice. For these
data-driven ConvNets external memory accesses do have a direct impact on application
performance, and should therefore be a prime optimization criterion.

Existing approaches either benchmark all possible solutions at run-time, which is generally
very slow for more complex application pipelines, or only consider a small subset of the
complete solution space and use heuristics to find good schedules. For example, the Halide
auto-scheduler[32] obtains competitive CPU performance for a variety of imaging pipelines
(including ConvNets), in comparison to expert-optimized C-implementations. While this tool
is very quick, and is able to find these schedules within seconds, this model primarily focuses
on compute performance, and only considers a very simple cost model to optimize for energy-
efficiency. A follow-up work[52] aims on minimizing energy consumption of memory accesses
for ConvNet applications on platforms with many-level memory hierarchies, such as CPUs.
An analytical framework is proposed for finding the most energy-efficient tiles and schedules.
Using some heuristics, their approach is able to find energy-efficient schedules for ConvNet
layers in a few minutes. In our thesis we will use a similar exploration approach to Peemen
et al.[34], where we define analytical cost functions for a variety of efficient schedules, and
explore the whole tile space for a large convolution layer within minutes. With some simple
heuristics, this exploration time is reduced to seconds.
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3.5 Overview

We have summarized the complete mapping work-flow in Figure 3.6. In the upcoming sec-
tions we will discuss the quantization procedure, the performance model, and the exploration
methodology to find efficient schedules.

Figure 3.6: Overview of ConvNet mapping work-flow that was used in this thesis.
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4 ConvNet quantization

This chapter proposes a novel ConvNet quantization approach for integer-based accelerator
platforms without wide accumulation support, such as the Intel IDSP.

4.1 Fixed-point number format

The main computation of a ConvNet are the convolution and fully-connected layers. Both
layer types can be simplified to a series of multiply-accumulate operations or dot product:

out =
K−1

∑
i=0

wi · ini (4.1)

where wi ∈ R are the network parameters, ini ∈ R are the data values, and out ∈ R is the
final result. We assume that intermediate accumulator results are indicated with acc ∈ R.
The kernel size is denoted by K ∈N+.

ConvNet models are generally trained in high-precision floating-point. To approximate these
models on a target platform that only supports two’s complement integer arithmetic, we use
a fixed-point format. This format can be represented as a combination of Bit Width (BW),
Integer (word) Length (IL), Fractional (Word) Length (FL), and a sign bit:

BW(x) = IL(x) + FL(x) + 1, for x ∈ R (4.2)

A floating-point value x can be quantized to an integer by applying the following formula:

Q(x) = round(x · 2FL(x)) (4.3)

Which implies that the resolution or minimum step size of this format corresponds to 2−FL(x).
The original real value can be estimated by scaling the integer value back:

x̂ = Q(x) · 2−FL(x) (4.4)

which should be a fixed-point rational within the following range:

−2IL(x) ≤ x̂ ≤ 2IL(x) − 2−FL(x) (4.5)

To maximize the resolution of the fixed-point format, the fractional length or scaling factor
should be maximized. However, increasing the resolution of an integer-based fixed-point
format will decrease the range, as the bit width is limited. If data values fall outside the
range of our two’s complement integer representation, overflow will happen. Therefore we
must ensure that integer length is chosen large enough to prevent overflow.

IL(x) = blog2(max({d ∈ x : |d|}))c+ 1 (4.6)

Where d represents a floating-point value from a group of values x which share the same fixed-
point format. As example, consider a fixed-point group with BW(x) = 16, and max(|x|) =
3.5324. The minimum number of integer bits are IL(x) = blog2(3.5324)c+ 1 = 2. Maxi-
mum precision can be obtained by setting scaling factor FL(x) = BW(x)− 1− IL(x) = 13.
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While it is possible to find a global fixed-point format to quantize a ConvNet, this is not
optimal. It has been shown by several related works that better performance with smaller bit
widths can be achieved by splitting parameters and data in separate fixed-point groups. A
fixed-point group is a set of data values which share the same bit width and fractional length
i.e. In other words, the global scaling factor is replaced by multiple local scaling factors to
better represent the distribution of the data. This format is referred to as dynamically scaled
fixed-point, and is not new[51] and already used in many other works[10, 17, 40].

4.2 Motivation for using dynamic fixed-point

Recent works have investigated the feasibility of quantizing ConvNets to enable efficient
mapping to embedded solutions. It has been shown that ConvNets do not need a large
bit width to maintain good performance, but that the limited dynamic range of fixed-point
numbers may be problematic[19]. Dynamic range of any number format can be defined as
the ratio between the maximum and minimum representable value. For fixed-point integers
the dynamic range is[53]:

Dynamic range =
2IL

2−FL = 2IL+FL (4.7)

From the formula follows that the dynamic range of fixed-point numbers is proportional to
the bit width. This makes fixed-point not well-suited for representing data distributions that
require high precision and contain large values.

Figure 4.1: Weights and feature map data of ConvNets are generally clustered, but span a
large dynamic range. Zero-valued data is ignored in this distribution.

To illustrate the issue, a typical data distribution of a ConvNet is depicted in figure 4.1.
The histogram visualizes the normalized absolute data distribution of all convolution and
fully-connected layers of the AlexNet network (see Appendix A.2 for network structure). The
data distribution is extracted from Caffe by forwarding a large batch of images through the
network. Weights are extracted from the model. As can be seen in the figure, weights are
very small, while data values are much larger. Data values are generally larger than weights
since they are the product of a large number of multiply-accumulations (except for input
data of the first layer). To encode this distribution in fixed-point, we require an integer
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length that is large enough to prevent overflow, while the fractional length should be large
enough to distinguish variations in weights.

Table 4.1 lists the bit width and fractional length that are required to encode 99% of all
weights and data. Values that are smaller than the minimum step size can be rounded
or truncated, but cannot be represented very accurately i.e. the relative error can grow
indefinitely. For this network, we can save at least 8 bits by splitting data and weights in
different fixed-point groups.

Fixed-point group Fractional Length Bit width

data 6 16
weights 14 14
data & weights 14 24

Table 4.1: Required bit width to capture 99% of both data and weights of the AlexNet
network. Bit width is chosen such that data and weights will not overflow.

Further improvements in bit width reduction can be achieved by considering layers inde-
pendently. Figure 4.2 visualizes the data and weight distribution of AlexNet-Oxford102 per
layer. The data density between layers varies significantly. Even smaller bit widths might be
possible when a set of fixed-point groups is defined for every layer.

Figure 4.2: Layer-wise parameter (top) and input data (bottom) distribution for convolution
and fully-connected layers of AlexNet.

Using different dynamic fixed-point groups for both parameters and data of every convolution
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and fully-connected layer adds minimal computational overhead. This procedure consists of
an arithmetic shift with some rounding to reduce the quantization error. We have chosen to
not reduce precision of intermediate multiply-accumulation results. Therefore we only have
to scale the final output result once. The quantization procedure will determine a fixed-point
format for both input and parameters that will not overflow the intermediate results. Weights
of a floating-point reference model can be quantized off-line using the following formula:

float2qint(x, bw, f l) = (int)round(max(min(x/2− f l , 2bw−1 − 1),−2bw−1)) (4.8)

where FL and BW are found during the quantization procedure.

4.3 Dynamic fixed-point arithmetic in ConvNets

For a convolution and fully-connected layer we have to determine the fixed-point format of
parameter group w and input data group in. Having a single fixed-point format for both
groups is not preferred, as the dynamic range between these two groups can be significant.
Using the floating-point reference model, we can determine the exact number of integer bits
of the parameters to prevent overflow. For the input data we use an estimate by running
several image batches from the test dataset through the network, and extracting the worst-
case data value as a bound for the required number of integer bits.

Using the rules for two’s complement fixed-point integer arithmetic, the required number of
bits to prevent overflow in our multiply-accumulation pipeline can be computed:

BW(a× b) = (IL(a) + IL(b) + 1) + (FL(a) + FL(b)) + 1 = BW(a) + BW(b) (4.9)

The largest positive fixed-point value only occurs when the most negative values of both
operands are multiplied i.e. −2IL(a) · −2IL(b) = 2IL(a)+IL(b). This is the only case that
cannot be represented by a signed two’s complement number with IL(a) + IL(b) integer
bits. Therefore, this case is often ignored (or saturated, if specialized hardware is available)
to gain one bit of additional precision. The resulting bit width becomes:

BW(a× b) = BW(a) + BW(b)− 1 (4.10)

This result will be stored in a fixed-sized accumulation register. This accumulation register
must be large enough to fit the multiplication result without overflowing:

BW(in) + BW(w)− 1 ≤ BW(acc) (4.11)

To prevent overflow during kernel computation, the accumulation register must be large
enough to fit the final accumulation result. The worst-case required number of bits for
accumulation of n two’s complement integers with bit width BW(a) is:

BW(a0 + a1 + ... + an−1) = dlog2(n · 2
BW(a)−1)e+ 1 = BW(a) + dlog2(n)e (4.12)

The accumulation register must be large enough to store K accumulations of the product
with size BW(in× w):

(BW(in) + BW(w)− 1) + dlog2(K)e ≤ BW(acc) (4.13)
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4.4 Quantization approach

In the previous paragraph we introduced the relevant fixed-point notation, and motivated the
use of dynamic fixed-point. In this paragraph we will present our ConvNet quantization ap-
proach. The goal of the quantization procedure is to find a fixed-point number representation
for both parameters and input data that is more efficient than the standard high-precision
floating-point format. A generic approach to quantization of a convolution or fully-connected
layer can be summarized by the following steps:

1. Analyze parameter range and determine optimal quantization configuration that fits
within one of the available data types e.g. BW(w) = 8 or BW(w) = 16. Using the
floating-point reference network, a parameter distribution can be estimated. IL(w)
should be chosen large enough such that no overflow occurs. The choice of BW(w)
determines the number of fractional bits: FL(w) = BW(w)− IL(w).

2. Analyze input data range and determine optimal quantization configuration that fits
within one of the available data types. A safe value for IL(in) can be estimated by
running several batches from a representative dataset through the network, and picking
the largest absolute value.

3. Check if the chosen solution for both data and parameters does not overflow the
accumulator. If the quantized parameters ini and wi are represented as integers with
bit width BW(in) and BW(w), respectively, then the final result can have a worst-
case bit width of (BW(in) + BW(w)− 1) + dlog2(K)e. For example, if BW(in) and
BW(w) are 8-bit large, and the kernel consists of 1600 taps, 26 bits are required.

4. Adapt the layer to the new configuration, and check if the performance is still sufficient.

To test which combination of BW(in) and BW(w) provides the best trade-off between
algorithm performance and model size, only few solutions have to be tested, given that the
accumulator is large enough. For example, if we consider a platform with support for 8
and 16-bit integer data types, only 4 solutions need to be tested. Other options would be
suboptimal, as these either do not fully utilize all data bits, or require a data type that is
not natively supported by the target platform.

Figure 4.3: Green dots are typically considered solutions on platforms with wide accumulators.
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For many platforms the accumulator bit width would not be an issue, as many computer
vision platforms have native support for wide accumulation registers. However, imaging DSPs
such as the Intel IDSP do only have narrow accumulators. Accumulator overflow will most
likely have a detrimental impact on algorithm performance. On the other hand, emulation of
wide accumulators may be a solution, but will greatly degrade system throughput. Instead
of exploring solutions that utilize the bits of supported data types effectively, we will consider
solutions for BW(in) and BW(w) that fully utilize the available accumulator bits:

(BW(in) + BW(w)− 1) + ∆ = BW(acc) (4.14)

where ∆ = dlog2(K)e denotes the number of additional integer bits.

By only considering solutions that fully utilize the accumulator bit width, the number of
quantization solutions that need to be tested is reduced from a 2D search (all valid bit
width combinations of both BW(in) and BW(w)), to a 1D search. For example, if we
consider accumulator bit width BW(acc) = 16 and kernel size K = 5 · 5 · 32 = 800,
BW(in) + BW(w) is restricted to 7 bits.

Figure 4.4: Blue dots are solutions that utilize all accumulator bits for a platform with a
narrow accumulator using the pessimistic bound.

The bound in Equation 4.14 is quite pessimistic (it assumes worst case input values during
every multiply-accumulation), which greatly reduces the number of available bits. As such,
the resulting solutions for input and parameter bit width do often not result in good algorithm
performance. However, since the coefficients are known, we do not have to consider worst-
case values for coefficients, and can derive a better accumulator bound, which leaves more
bits for both parameters and input data. We know that for an arbitrary two’s complement dot
product, the maximum accumulator value is less or equal to the sum of absolute products:

acc =
K−1

∑
i=0

wi · ini = w0 · in0 + ... + wK−1 · inK−1

≤ |w0 · in0|+ ... + |wK−1 · inK−1| =
K−1

∑
i=0
|wi · ini|
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Assume the worst-case maximum value for ini: −2IL(in)

≤
K−1

∑
i=0
|wi · −2IL(in)| =

K−1

∑
i=0
|wi| · 2IL(in)

The sum of all absolute parameters can be computed offline. For any combination BW(in)
and BW(w), the number of required additional accumulator integer bits will now be:

∆ = blog2(
K−1

∑
i=0
|wi|)c+ 1− IL(w)

In comparison to our old accumulator bound from Equation 4.14, the fractional length
remains the same, but the number of integer bits is greatly reduced. The actual reduction
in bits can be computed by subtracting the integer bits of the new bound from the integer
bits of the old bound. IL(in) and IL(w) are computed using Equation 4.6.

reduction = dlog2(K)e − (blog2(
K−1

∑
i=0
|wi|)c+ 1− IL(w))

= dlog2(K)e − blog2(
K−1

∑
i=0
|wi|)c+ blog2(max({d ∈ w : |d|}))c

As an example, consider a layer with kernel size K = 800, and accumulator bit width
BW(acc) = 16. The worst-case bound estimates that input data and kernels can only occupy
7 bits. However, when considering the more optimistic bound, where maxd∈w(|d|) = 0.2593,
and ∑K−1

i=0 |wi| = 27.41, BW(acc) + 1− ∆ = 11 bits are available.

Figure 4.5: By incorporating knowledge about our parameters we can compute a more
optimistic accumulator bound.

An even less restrictive bound can be derived by estimating the range of the final accumulator
value using a large representative dataset. Note that this constraint does not prevent the
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Figure 4.6: Intermediate accumulator overflow of two’s complement integers does not affect
the final result.

intermediate accumulator result from overflowing. However, by exploiting the wrap-around
property of two’s complement numbers, this is not an issue as long as the final accumulation
result fits within valid accumulator range. The number of additional accumulator integer
bits can be computed as follows:

∆ = max(0, IL(out)− (IL(in) + IL(w)))

Where IL(out) = blog2(max({d ∈ out : |d|}))c + 1, and d ∈ out corresponds to the
final accumulation results. The clamp at zero ensures that the input-parameter product
will fit into the accumulator register. For example, consider a layer with kernel K = 800
and accumulator bit width BW(acc) = 16. The first and second bound have 7 and 11
available bits, respectively. However, when max({d ∈ in : |d|}) = 3.946, max({d ∈
w : |d|}) = 0.2593, and max({d ∈ acc : |d|}) = 12.61, the output bound will have
BW(acc) + 1− ∆ = 14 bits available for BW(in) + BW(w).

Figure 4.7: Solutions considered by the output bound are even more optimistic than the
previous bounds.
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4.5 Quantization procedure

The goal of the quantization procedure is to find a good fixed-point ConvNet approximation
for the IDSP platform without using emulated wide accumulators. For our purpose any
approximation that results in a tolerable loss in classification accuracy is sufficient. We
use the dynamic fixed-point format to get better accuracy for less bits at the cost of some
additional alignment shifts. We have defined a safe data-driven bound, which assumes that
intermediate accumulator overflow will not be a problem as long as the final result fits. Only
solutions that fully utilize the available accumulator bits will be tested, to reduce the search
space. Using range analysis for data and parameters in every layer we define the required
integer length to prevent overflow, which reduces the search space per layer to a 1D search
i.e. only solutions that satisfy (BW(in) + BW(w)− 1) + ∆ = BW(acc) will be tested.

Every convolution and fully-connected layer has a set of feasible solutions. Testing every
possible combination of solutions for every layer would be very time-consuming. Instead
we use a straightforward heuristic which iteratively quantizes the network. We start at
the first eligible layer of a high-precision floating-point network, test all solutions that were
proposed by the accumulator constraint, set the layer to the best solution for BW(in) and
BW(w) and repeat the process for the next eligible layer. This process continues until all
convolution and fully-connected layers are quantized. Using Caffe-Ristretto it is very easy
to set one layer to reduced-precision, while the remainder of the networks remains high-
precision. The quality of solutions is measured in terms of classification performance on
the test dataset. For any given layer, all previous convolution and fully-connected layers are
quantized to their best dynamic fixed-point solution, while later layers are still high-precision.
This process is visualized in Figure 4.8, which visualizes the complete quantization space of
a 4-layer ConvNet, and visualizes the quantization approach. Note that different layers have
a different number of available accumulator bits, depending on the data distribution of both
input and output data. For example, layer conv1 has 16 bits to distribute between BW(in)
and BW(w), while layer conv2 has only 14 bits. An extensive description of the quantization
algorithm is included in Appendix B.

Figure 4.8: Quantization procedure for 4-layer network. We start with high-precision floating-
point network. Left: analyze the available accumulator bound for the first layer and test
every eligible solution (blue dots). Middle: set the first layer to the best solution (green dot)
and continue with the next layer. Right: repeat until all eligible layers are quantized.
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4.5.1 Quantization of other layers

Our quantization procedure only considers convolution and fully-connected layers. These
layer types are the most computationally intensive and other layer types generally do not
require quantization. The ReLU-activation function that was used in our networks is by far
the most popular activation function, and does not require quantization, as it is simply a
max-function that clips all data below zero. For networks with sigmoid activations, a lookup
table is a commonly used approach[35]. Max-pooling is the most popular pooling layer and
does not require quantization, since it is simply extracts the maximum data value from a 2D
kernel. Average-pooling corresponds to a 2D moving average filter, which should not be to
difficult to convert to fixed-point. The ConvNets we considered all used max-pooling.

A final but notable layer is the normalization layer. These layers are generally used after
convolution layers do speed up learning. The most common normalization layer in modern
ConvNets is the Batch Normalization layer. This layer was proposed to speed up training of
very deep networks (over 100 layers). During the inference phase, this layer applies a linear
function to every output sample of a convolution layer. The impact on performance is negli-
gible. A normalization layer that has fallen out of favor is the Local Response Normalization
layer. This layer was used in the original AlexNet (2012) ConvNet, but was not used by
many other networks, due to it’s minimal impact on performance. This layer is harder to
quantize due to its large dynamic range and exponential function, which must be approxi-
mated with a Lookup Table on the fixed-point IDSP. We have chosen to keep this layer in
32-bit fixed-point, to accommodate for the required dynamic range. The exact computation
of a LRN layer is shown below:

out(x, y, c, n) = in(x, y, c, n)/

(
γ +

α

K
·

min(Oc−1,c+K/2)

∑
i=max(0,c−K/2)

in(x, y, i, n)2

)β

(4.15)

Typical values are K = 5, α = 0.0001, β = 0.75, and γ = 1. As can be seen in the equation,
every input sample is normalized by a scaled kernel. A small average filter K will be applied
to a subset of neighboring squared input samples. Additionally, α is often set a very small
value. Before applying this scaling factor to the sum of squares (essentially a division),
some pre-scaling must be applied to maintain precision after division. The exponential is
approximated by analyzing the required data range and choosing a 32-value Lookup Table.

Figure 4.9: Approximation of exponential with LUT.
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5 Efficient mapping of ConvNets to an imaging DSP

In this section we will construct an analytical performance model to explore the scheduling
space of convolution and fully-connected layers in a systematic way. This model will be used
to find the most efficient ConvNet schedules within seconds.

The computation of a convolution layer can be written as a 7-dimensional loop nest, as
previously shown in section 3.4. The loop nest of a fully-connected layer is identical, but
some dimensions are set to one. The primary loop transformations for optimizing individual
layers of ConvNets for data locality are loop interchange and tiling. Fusion of consecutive
layers is also possible, and can result in more memory-efficient schedules, but we did not
consider this. Figure 5.1 shows the structure of a convolution layer where the following
dimensions are tiled: Ox, Oy, Oc, On, and Kc. The corresponding tile dimensions are
indicated by TOx, TOy, TOc, TOn, and TKc. Kx and Ky are not tiled but are usually small.

Oy

Ox

Oc

Kc

Kx

Ky

kernels

Ic

Ix

Iy

Oc

TOn
In

TOx

TOc

TOy

TKc

On

Figure 5.1: Tiled convolution layer.

The space of all legal tile choices is bounded by the layer dimensions:

tiles = {(TOx, TOy, TOc, TOn, TKc) : TOx, TOy, TOc, TOn, TKc ∈ N+

∧ (TOx ≤ Ox, TOy ≤ Oy, TOc ≤ Oc, TOn ≤ On, TKc ≤ Kc)} (5.1)

The number of tiles per convolution and fully-connected layer corresponds to:

Ntiles =

⌈
Ox

TOx

⌉ ⌈
Oy

TOy

⌉ ⌈
Oc

TOc

⌉ ⌈
On

TOn

⌉ ⌈
Kc

TKc

⌉
(5.2)

Several buffers are required to store input data, intermediate output results, and kernels into
local memory. The size of these buffers is:

Bin = ((TOx − 1) · Sx + Kx) · ((TOy − 1) · Sy + Ky) · TKc · TOn (5.3)

Bw = Kx · Ky · TKc · TOc (5.4)

Bout = TOx · TOy · TOc · TOn (5.5)
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where Bin, Bw, and Bout correspond to the required buffer storage for input data, kernel
weights, and output data, respectively. These buffers are sized to fit all unique elements
that are accessed during computation of a tile. On our platform, these buffers are statically
allocated and can not exceed the available local memory:

(Bin + Bw + Bout) · Element size ≤ Local memory size (5.6)

By applying tiling and loop interchange, the convolution layer loop nest pseudo-code of
Listing 1 can be split into a tile loop and an intra-tile loop. The tile loop iterates over tiles,
while the intra-tile loop denotes the compute order within a tile. Listing 2 shows the resulting
loop nest. For illustration purposes, the bias assignment and activation are left out, but can
easily be added. Note that buffers are transferred between local and external memory at the
start and end of a new tile iteration. This makes that the computation order of the intra-tile
loop does not influence the number of external memory accesses. This loop nest will be used
as a starting point for defining a performance model.

1 for (o_n=0; o_n<O_n; o_n+=TO_n) { //batch size
2 for (o_c=0; o_c<O_c; o_c+=TO_c) { //output maps
3 for (o_y=0; o_y<O_y; o_y+=TO_y) { //map cols
4 for (o_x=0; o_x<O_x; o_x+=TO_x) { //map rows
5 for (k_c=0; k_c<K_c; k_c+=TK_c) { //kernel input maps
6 DMA get in[o_n:TO_n][k_c:TK_c][i_y:TI_y][i_x:TI_x] to B_in;
7 DMA get w[o_c:TO_c][k_c:TK_c][0:K_y][0:K_x] to B_w;
8 if (k_c != 0)
9 DMA get out[o_n:TO_n][o_c:TO_c][o_y:TO_y][o_x:TO_x] to B_out;

10 for (to_n=0; to_n<TO_n; to_n++) {
11 for (to_c=0; to_c<TO_c; to_c++) {
12 for (to_y=0; to_y<TO_y; to_y++) {
13 for (to_x=0; to_x<TO_x; to_x++) {
14 for (tk_c=0; tk_c<TK_c; tk_c++) {
15 for (k_y=0; k_y<K_y; k_y++) {
16 for (k_x=0; k_x<K_x; k_x++) {
17 B_out[o_n][o_c][o_y][o_x]
18 += B_in[to_n][tk_c][to_y+k_y][to_x+k_x]
19 * B_w[to_c][tk_c][k_y][k_x];
20 } } } } } } } //intra-tile loop
21 DMA put B_out to out[o_n:TO_n][o_c:TO_c][o_y:TO_y][o_x:TO_x];
22 } } } } } //tile loop

Listing 2: Tiled loop nest pseudo-code for convolution layer.

5.1 Performance model

In this section we will define a performance model for the system model, which was intro-
duced in 2.2.3. This performance model estimates the DSP run-time to compute a specific
convolution or fully-connected layer, and will be used for tile space exploration and evalua-
tion of the IDSP test-bench. Since we are only able to retrieve compute-only performance
from the IDSP test-bench, we will construct cost functions for a variety of schedules which
accurately model the external memory behavior. These cost functions will be used to provide
a more realistic IDSP performance estimate. Table 5.1 lists all system properties that are
considered within the model.
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System characteristic Description

Clock rate Clock frequency of DSP and data bus in MHz.
Bus throughput External and internal data bus throughput in elements per cycle.
DSP throughput Average DSP throughput in MACs per cycle.
Element size Data element size in Bytes.
DMA reconfiguration penalty Cycle penalty per DMA transfer. Referred to as CCdma init.
Local memory size Available local memory size in Bytes.
Register file size Available register file size in Bytes.

Table 5.1: Performance model system properties.

To estimate the performance for a given convolution or fully-connected layer, we compute
the number of cycles as

CClayer = CCprolog + (Ntiles − 1) ·max(CCdsp, CCbus) + CCepilog (5.7)

This equation assumes that compute and data transfers can overlap. The activities on the
DSP and data bus are summarized by the timing graph below:

Figure 5.2: Application execution time-line.

Before the DSP can start computation of the first tile, data must be loaded into local
memory. Computation of the first tile can therefore not be overlapped. This sequence is
referred to as the prolog, and is modelled by the following formula:

CCprolog =
Bin + Bw

Bus throughput
+ 2 · CCdma init + CCtile (5.8)

For Ntiles − 1 iterations the DSP and DMAC will compute and transfer data in parallel. The
number of cycles to process a tile on the DSP is defined as:

CCdsp = CCtile + Ndma trans f ers · CCdma init (5.9)

The amount of cycles to compute a tile is composed of two parts: the cycles that are
spend on actual compute, and the overhead that comes from initializing the DMA for a new
transfer. We assume a simple model that adds a constant cycle penalty per transfer. CCtile
corresponds to the amount of cycles needed to compute a tile:

CCtile =
NMACs

DSP throughput
(5.10)
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NMACs denotes the number of multiply-accumulates per tile, and is defined as:

NMACs = TOx · TOy · TOc · TOn · Kx · Ky · TKc (5.11)

For simplicity we assume that the DSP is able to maintain it’s best-case compute throughput
in MACs/cycle. After the DSP has processed the last tile, the final output result must be
transferred back to external memory. The amount of cycles to process the last buffer can
be computed as:

CCepilog =
Bout

Bus throughput
+ CCdma init

The overall application performance is bounded by the compute throughput and data bus
bandwidth. Additionally, tile sizes that require many DMA transfers may also affect through-
put, as the cycle penalty for issuing DMA transfers may be significant. If the amount of data
transfers exceeds the bus capacity, the application will be memory-bounded. The amount of
data bus activity in cycles can be computed by:

CCbus =
(Next accesses + Nlocal accesses) · Element size

Bus throughput
(5.12)

where Next accesses corresponds to the number of external memory accesses, and Nlocal accesses
indicates the number of transfers between DSP and local memory.

In the next section we will present an analytical model for computing the number of memory
accesses and DMA transfers for a variety of schedules.

5.2 Modelling external memory accesses

At the start of every tile, a new input and parameter buffer is loaded, and previously computed
output samples are written back to external memory. Optionally, either a new set of partially
completed output samples must be loaded from external memory, or the output buffer must
be initialized to its bias. Following the loop nest from Listing 2, a cost function for the
required number of external memory accesses to process a convolution or fully-connected
layer can be derived. The number of accesses per layer can be computed by multiplying the
number of tile iterations by the number of memory accesses per tile:

Ntiles · (Bin + Bw + (2−
⌈

Kc

TKc

⌉-1
) · Bout) (5.13)

where (Bin + Bw + Bout) · Element size ≤ Local memory size.

The number of accesses for this cost function will be minimized when the amount of effective
compute per tile is maximized. In other words, it optimizes for intra-tile reuse, and maximizes
the amount of data reuse within a single tile. One downfall of this cost function is that it
is very pessimistic, as it does not exploit possible buffer overlap between successive tiles. It
assumes that buffered data is invalidated after every tile iteration. Therefore, the same data
may be reloaded multiple times. More efficient solutions can be obtained by taking buffer
overlap between consecutive tiles into account. In this way, we do not have to reload data if
we know that it is already present in the current buffers. This is what referred to as inter-tile
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reuse. Inter-tile reuse can be taken into account by enforcing the tile loop to compute tiles in
a specific order. This concept is illustrated in Figure 5.3. In the next sections we will extend
the basic accesses cost function of Equation 5.13 by adding cases for several schedules that
exploit reuse of successive tiles.

Figure 5.3: Only considering intra-tile data reuse (top) leads to suboptimal solutions for
a given buffer size. By exploiting inter-tile reuse (bottom) the number of accesses can be
further reduced.

5.2.1 Inter-tile reuse over Kc

If the tile loop iterates over the Kc-direction, we require the same Bout buffer samples for
d Kc

TKc
e consecutive tile iterations. We say that Kc is irrelevant (not present in the access

function) for buffer Bout. Instead of storing and reloading this buffer multiple times, we
keep the output buffer on-chip until the complete kernel is computed. By enforcing the
computation order of tiles in the Kc direction, we can eliminate all output buffer transfers
except the last. The resulting number of memory accesses per layer will be:

Ntiles ·
(

Bin + Bw +

⌈
Kc

TKc

⌉-1
· Bout

)
(5.14)

=

⌈
Ox

TOx

⌉ ⌈
Oy

TOy

⌉ ⌈
Oc

TOc

⌉ ⌈
On

TOn

⌉ ⌈
Kc

TKc

⌉
·
(

Bin + Bw +

⌈
Kc

TKc

⌉-1
· Bout

)

=

⌈
Ox

TOx

⌉ ⌈
Oy

TOy

⌉ ⌈
Oc

TOc

⌉ ⌈
On

TOn

⌉
·
(⌈

Kc

TKc

⌉
· (Bin + Bw) + Bout

)
This cost function corresponds to the loop nest in Listing 3. As can be seen, output buffer
transfers are hoisted outside the Kc loop to enforce minimum output reloads. If we choose
TKc as a nice divisor of Kc, the number of accesses does not change. This is because TKc
is relevant (inside the access function) for both Bin and Bw, and does no longer affect the
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number of output tile reloads. We can minimize both accesses and buffer requirements by
setting TKc = 1 i.e. the reuse is essentially free in this direction.

1 for (o_n=0; o_n<O_n; o_n+=TO_n) { //batch size
2 for (o_c=0; o_c<O_c; o_c+=TO_c) { //output maps
3 for (o_y=0; o_y<O_y; o_y+=TO_y) { //map cols
4 for (o_x=0; o_x<O_x; o_x+=TO_x) { //map rows
5 DMA get out[o_n:TO_n][o_c:TO_c][o_y:TO_y][o_x:TO_x] to B_out;
6 for (k_c=0; k_c<K_c; k_c+=TK_c) { //kernel input maps
7 DMA get in[o_n:TO_n][k_c:TK_c][i_y:TI_y][i_x:TI_x] to B_in;
8 DMA get w[o_c:TO_c][k_c:TK_c][0:K_y][0:K_x] to B_w;
9 ... //intra-tile loop

10 } //inter-tile loop
11 DMA put B_out to out[o_n:TO_n][o_c:TO_c][o_y:TO_y][o_x:TO_x];
12 } } } } //tile loop

Listing 3: Schedule for inter-tile reuse optimization over dimension Kc.

5.2.2 Inter-tile reuse over Oc

If the inter-tile loop walks in the Oc direction, we can reuse the content of the input buffer Bin,
as Oc is irrelevant. One input buffer could be used to compute at most d Oc

TOc
e consecutive

tile iterations. The resulting number of memory accesses per layer will be:

Ntiles ·
(⌈

Oc

TOc

⌉-1
· Bin + Bw +

(
2−

⌈
Kc

TKc

⌉-1)
· Bout

)
(5.15)

=

⌈
Ox

TOx

⌉ ⌈
Oy

TOy

⌉ ⌈
On

TOn

⌉ ⌈
Kc

TKc

⌉
·
(

Bin +

⌈
Oc

TOc

⌉
·
(

Bw +

(
2−

⌈
Kc

TKc

⌉-1)
· Bout

))

Which is equal to the following loop nest:

1 for (o_n=0; o_n<O_n; o_n+=TO_n) { //batch size
2 for (o_y=0; o_y<O_y; o_y+=TO_y) { //map cols
3 for (o_x=0; o_x<O_x; o_x+=TO_x) { //map rows
4 for (k_c=0; k_c<K_c; k_c+=TK_c) { //kernel input maps
5 DMA get in[o_n:TO_n][k_c:TK_c][i_y:TI_y][i_x:TI_x] to B_in;
6 for (o_c=0; o_c<O_c; o_c+=TO_c) { //output maps
7 DMA get w[o_c:TO_c][k_c:TK_c][0:K_y][0:K_x] to B_w;
8 if (k_c!=0) {
9 DMA get out[o_n:TO_n][o_c:TO_c][o_y:TO_y][o_x:TO_x] to B_out;

10 }
11 ... //intra-tile loop
12 DMA put B_out to out[o_n:TO_n][o_c:TO_c][o_y:TO_y][o_x:TO_x];
13 } //inter-tile loop
14 } } } } //tile loop

Listing 4: Inter-tile reuse optimization over dimension Oc.

Input data is reloaded over all output maps. The number of accesses doesn’t change for any
nice TOc factor. The buffer size can be minimized by setting TOc = 1.
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5.2.3 Inter-tile reuse over Ox, Oy, On

These three dimensions have something in common: they are all irrelevant for buffer Bw.
Therefore we do consider them all at once. One parameter buffer could be used to compute

at most d Ox
TOx
ed Oy

TOy
ed On

TOn
e consecutive tile iterations. The resulting number of accesses per

layer can be computed as:

Ntiles ·
(

Bin +

(⌈
Ox

TOx

⌉ ⌈
Oy

TOy

⌉ ⌈
On

TOn

⌉)-1

· Bw +

(
2−

⌈
Kc

TKc

⌉-1)
· Bout

)
(5.16)

=

⌈
Oc

TOc

⌉ ⌈
Kc

TKc

⌉
·
(

Bw +

⌈
Ox

TOx

⌉ ⌈
Oy

TOy

⌉ ⌈
On

TOn

⌉
·
(

Bin +

(
2−

⌈
Kc

TKc

⌉-1)
· Bout

))

Which is equal to the following loop nest:

1 for (o_c=0; o_c<O_c; o_c+=TO_c) { //output maps
2 for (k_c=0; k_c<K_c; k_c+=TK_c) { //kernel input maps
3 DMA get w[o_c:TO_c][k_c:TK_c][0:K_y][0:K_x] to B_w;
4 for (o_n=0; o_n<O_n; o_n+=TO_n) { //batch size
5 for (o_y=0; o_y<O_y; o_y+=TO_y) { //map cols
6 for (o_x=0; o_x<O_x; o_x+=TO_x) { //map rows
7 DMA get in[o_n:TO_n][k_c:TK_c][i_y:TI_y][i_x:TI_x] to B_in;
8 if (k_c!=0) {
9 DMA get out[o_n:TO_n][o_c:TO_c][o_y:TO_y][o_x:TO_x] to B_out;

10 }
11 ... //intra-tile loop
12 DMA put B_out to out[o_n:TO_n][o_c:TO_c][o_y:TO_y][o_x:TO_x];
13 } } } //inter-tile loop
14 } } //tile loop

Listing 5: Inter-tile reuse optimization over dimensions Ox, Oy, On.

As can be seen in the loop nest, kernel buffer transfers are hoisted over the irrelevant loop
iterators to enforce maximum weight reuse. The buffer sizes of both Bin and Bout depend on
the value of TOn, and does not change the number of accesses when TOn is a nice divisor
of On. We can minimize both accesses and buffer size by setting TOn to 1. TOx and TOy
do change the number of accesses due to kernel overlap at the tile borders of neighboring
output samples in the same feature map. Therefore we cannot set TOx and TOy to 1.

5.2.4 Inter-tile reuse over Ox, Oy, On with direction Ox

We can actually do better than the schedule of Equation 5.16. When several neighboring tiles
over the Ox (or Oy) dimension are computed consecutively, there will be some kernel overlap
at the borders. The overlapping input data does not have to be loaded twice. Following
the definition of Bin, as listed in 5.3, we can decompose the input buffer content in an
overlapping (Bin ol) and non-overlapping part (Bin nol):

Bin = Bin ol + Bin nol (5.17)
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where Bin ol and Bin nol correspond to:

Bin ol = (Kx − Sx) · ((TOy − 1) · Sy + Ky) · TKc · TOn (5.18)

Bin nol = TOx · Sx · ((TOy − 1) · Sy + Ky) · TKc · TOn (5.19)

This principle is visualized in figure 5.4 below. For inter-tile direction Ox, there will be some
input data overlap between consecutive tiles (green strip). Overlap in the Oy direction will
be missed (red strip), but can be captured by setting TOy = Oy.

Ox

TOx

Oy

TOy

overlap: Kx − Sx

load 1load 0

Kx

Ky

next tile

Figure 5.4: Inter-tile reuse within a feature map.

Only the first tile iteration over direction Ox needs to load both parts. Successive tile
iterations only load the non-overlapping part. The resulting accesses cost function becomes:

Ntiles·
(

Bin nol +

⌈
Ox

TOx

⌉-1
· Bin ol +

(⌈
Ox

TOx

⌉ ⌈
Oy

TOy

⌉ ⌈
On

TOn

⌉)-1

· Bw

+

(
2−

⌈
Kc

TKc

⌉-1)
· Bout

)
(5.20)

Which is equal to the following loop nest:

1 for (o_c=0; o_c<O_c; o_c+=TO_c) { //output maps
2 for (k_c=0; k_c<K_c; k_c+=TK_c) { //kernel input maps
3 DMA get w[o_c:TO_c][k_c:TK_c][0:K_y][0:K_x] to B_w;
4 for (o_n=0; o_n<O_n; o_n+=TO_n) { //batch size
5 for (o_y=0; o_y<O_y; o_y+=TO_y) { //map cols
6 DMA get in[o_n:TO_n][k_c:TK_c][i_y:TI_y][i_x:K_x-S_x]
7 to B_in; //load overlap
8 for (o_x=0; o_x<O_x; o_x+=TO_x) { //map rows
9 DMA get in[o_n:TO_n][k_c:TK_c][i_y:TI_y][i_x+(K_x-S_x):TO_x*S_x]

10 to B_in; //load non-overlapping part
11 if (k_c!=0) {
12 DMA get out[o_n:TO_n][o_c:TO_c][o_y:TO_y][o_x:TO_x] to B_out;
13 }
14 ... //intra-tile loop
15 DMA put B_out to out[o_n:TO_n][o_c:TO_c][o_y:TO_y][o_x:TO_x];
16 } } } //inter-tile loop
17 } } //tile loop

Listing 6: Inter-tile reuse over dimensions Ox, Oy, On with kernel overlap optimization.
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Similar to the inter-tile Ox, Oy, Oc schedule, buffer size requirements can be minimized by
setting TOn to 1. Due to our additional input overlap optimization, TOx can also be set to
1 without an increase in accesses.

5.2.5 Accesses cost function

Naccesses denotes the average number of memory accesses per tile for a variety of schedules,
as derived in the previous sections, and is defined as a function of the layer dimensions, tile
size, buffer size, and schedule choice.

Naccesses =



Bin + Bw +

(
2−

⌈
Kc

TKc

⌉-1)
· Bout (intra-tile)

Bin + Bw +
⌈

Kc
TKc

⌉-1
· Bout (inter-tile over Kc)

⌈
Oc

TOc

⌉-1
· Bin + Bw +

(
2−

⌈
Kc

TKc

⌉-1)
· Bout (inter-tile over Oc)

Bin +
(⌈

Ox
TOx

⌉ ⌈
Oy

TOy

⌉ ⌈
On

TOn

⌉)-1
· Bw (inter-tile over Ox, Oy, On)

+

(
2−

⌈
Kc

TKc

⌉-1)
· Bout

Bin nol +
⌈

Ox
TOx

⌉-1
· Bin ol +

(⌈
Ox

TOx

⌉ ⌈
Oy

TOy

⌉ ⌈
On

TOn

⌉)-1
(inter-tile over Ox, Oy, On

· Bw +

(
2−

⌈
Kc

TKc

⌉-1)
· Bout in direction Ox)

5.2.6 Impact of tiling on memory accesses

To investigate the impact of tiling on external memory traffic, using the previously derived
accesses cost function, we will explore the tile space of a small 4-layer ConvNet. It has two
convolution layers, and two fully-connected layers. The network characteristics are depicted
in Table 5.2 below. Furthermore we assume a batch size of 8, which implies that up to
8 images are being processed in parallel. The exact tile exploration strategy is listed in
Appendix C.

Layer Input size Filter dim/
stride

Output size/
activation

Pool size/
stride

Params
(x106)

MACs
(x106)

conv1 28x28x1 5x5/1 28x28x32/ReLU 2x2/2 0.0008 0.6
conv2 14x14x32 5x5x32/1 14x14x64/ReLU 2x2/2 0.05 10

fc3 7x7x64 3136 512/ReLU - 2 2
fc4 512 512 10 - 0.005 0.005

total 1.7 12.3

Table 5.2: Small 4-layer ConvNet.
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The result of the tile size exploration is a set of tiles for every layer that minimizes the
number of memory accesses for a given schedule and buffer size. Local buffer size is varied
from 128 Bytes (64 elements) up to 512KB. The amount of memory accesses is relative to
the common baseline of having an infinite local memory and loading all data exactly once.
The results of the convolution layers are plotted in figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5: Best tile solutions as a function of local memory size for a variety of schedules
for layer conv1 and conv2 from the network of Table 5.2.

For both layers inter-tile schedules are consistently better. This is expected, as the inter-tile
reuse formulas decrease the number of accesses for the same buffer capacity by exploiting
overlap in consecutive tiles. One exception is the inter-tile Kc schedule in conv1, which does
not yield any improvements over the intra-tile schedule. This can be attributed to the fact
that this layer has only one input channel.

All layers converge to the minimum number of accesses. The intra-tile schedule is optimal
in terms of accesses when all buffers fit into local memory:

(Bin + Bw + Bout) · Element size

= ((32 · 32 · 1 · 8) + (5 · 5 · 32 · 1) + (28 · 28 · 32 · 8)) · 2 Byte/element

= 410 KB

The inter-tile schedules are optimal when the inter-tile loop iterators are set to 1, and all
other dimensions are maximized. The inter-tile schedule with iterator Kc we can minimize
the number of accesses by setting TKc = 1, which becomes:

(Bin + Bw + Bout) · Element size

= ((32 · 32 · 1 · 8) + (5 · 5 · 32 · 1) + (28 · 28 · 32 · 8)) · 2 Byte/element

= 410 KB
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which is equal to the intra-tile schedule, as Kc = 1. For the inter-tile schedule with iterator
Oc we can minimize the number of accesses by setting TOc = 1:

(Bin + Bw + Bout) · Element size

= ((32 · 32 · 1 · 8) + (5 · 5 · 1 · 1) + (28 · 28 · 1 · 8)) · 2 Byte/element

= 30 KB

Similarly, the inter-tile schedule which iterates over Ox, Oy, On is optimal when TOn = 1:

(Bin + Bw + Bout) · Element size

= ((32 · 32 · 1 · 1) + (5 · 5 · 32 · 1) + (28 · 28 · 32 · 1)) · 2 Byte/element

= 53 KB

Finally, the inter-tile schedule which iterates over Ox, Oy, On in direction Ox is optimal when
TOn = 1 and TOx = 1:

(Bin + Bw + Bout) · Element size

= ((5 · 32 · 1 · 1) + (5 · 5 · 32 · 1) + (1 · 28 · 32 · 1)) · 2 Byte/element

= 4 KB

Taking inter-tile reuse into account can reduce the required buffer size to get optimal reuse
by >100× for layer conv1. However, most of the buffer size reduction came from the last
schedule. This schedule works extremely well for this layer, as the number of weights is very
small. For layers with a large kernel this schedule might be not as good, since it does not
exploit kernel reuse. For example, if we compute the optimal buffer sizes of layer conv2,
which has a much larger kernel, the buffer size reduction will be only 4×.

We will briefly consider the two fully-connected layers as well. These layers can be seen
as convolution layers with feature maps of 1 × 1, and do therefore have less data reuse
opportunities. We will analyze the effect of different schedules on buffer size for layer fc3.
For the intra-tile formula, the minimum buffer size to minimize the accesses is:

(Bin + Bw + Bout) · Element size

= ((3136 · 8) + (3136 · 512) + (512 · 8)) · 2 Byte/element

= 3 MB

By inter-tile reuse over the Kc dimension, partial output results are kept on-chip until com-
pletion. Therefore we do not require all weights on-chip to get optimal reuse:

(Bin + Bw + Bout) · Element size

= ((1 · 8) + (1 · 512) + (512 · 8)) · 2 Byte/element

= 9 KB
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Figure 5.6: Best tile solutions as a function of local memory size for a variety of schedules
for layer fc3 and fc4 from the network of Table 5.2.

Input data can be reused by applying inter-tile reuse over the Oc dimension. The minimal
buffer size for this schedule is:

(Bin + Bw + Bout) · Element size

= ((3136 · 8) + (3136 · 1) + (1 · 8)) · 2 Byte/element

= 55 KB

Both inter-tile schedules that iterate over Ox, Oy, On require the same amount of buffer
space, since we cannot exploit input data reuse with a feature map:

(Bin + Bw + Bout) · Element size

= ((3136 · 1) + (3136 · 512) + (512 · 1)) · 2 Byte/element

= 3 MB

Due to the limited amount of reuse potential, optimizing the number of input and weight
accesses is suboptimal. Partial output samples are reused for every kernel iteration, which
makes the inter-tile schedule that maximizes reuse over Kc the optimal schedule.

The optimal tile choices and buffer sizes are depicted in Table 5.3 below. The key give-away
is that the exploration procedure arrives at the same predicted optimal tile choices. Therefore
we could potentially skip checking these solutions, and speed up exploration.

Overall it should be clear that taking inter-tile reuse into account is key for reducing the
number of accesses for a fixed buffer size. Therefore we will incorporate these schedules into
our performance model. One additional factor that is not visible in this exploration, is the
impact of every schedule on the number of DMA transfers. While some schedules might get
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optimal reuse with very little buffer space, the number of transfers is generally higher. The
increase in DMA initialization overhead might lead to a reduction in compute performance.
Therefore we will consider a simple DMA transfer model, which models the impact of an
increase in DMA transfers to the actual attainable compute throughput.

Optimal tile Buffer size (KB)

Layer Schedule TOx TOy TOc TOn TKc optimal actual

conv1

intra-tile 28 28 32 8 1 410 512
inter Kc 28 28 32 8 1 410 512
inter Oc 28 28 1 8 1 30 32
inter Ox,y,n 28 28 32 1 1 53 64
inter Ox,y,n/Ox 1 28 32 1 1 4 4

conv2

intra 14 14 64 8 32 458 512
inter Kc 14 14 64 8 1 204 256
inter Oc 14 14 1 8 32 167 256
inter Ox,y,n 14 14 64 1 32 145 256
inter Ox,y,n/Ox 1 14 64 1 32 107 128

fc3

intra-tile 1 1 512 8 448 3193 >512
inter Kc 1 1 512 8 7 9 16
inter Oc 1 1 1 8 3136 55 64
inter Ox,y,n 1 1 512 1 448 3143 >512
inter Ox,y,n/Ox 1 1 512 1 448 3143 >512

fc4

intra-tile 1 1 10 8 512 18 32
inter Kc 1 1 10 8 1 0.2 0.25
inter Oc 1 1 1 8 512 9 16
inter Ox,y,n 1 1 10 1 512 11 16
inter Ox,y,n/Ox 1 1 10 1 512 11 16

Table 5.3: Results of accesses exploration procedure, as listed in Appendix C, for the network
description of Table 5.2. For every schedule the optimal tile and corresponding buffer size
requirements that minimizes the number of accesses is listed. The last columns denote
the optimal buffer requirements as computed and the actual buffer size as found by the
exploration procedure.

5.3 Include DMA transfer initialization cost

The DMAC is used for transferring data between local and external memory. Transfers are
initialized by the DSP, and will incur a fixed cycle penalty. For simplicity we assume that we
require to initialize the DMAC exactly once for every buffer transfer. The number of buffer
transfers depends on the loop schedule, and can be determined using the previously defined
accesses cost functions. At the start of a new tile iteration, multiple buffers must be loaded
and stored to external memory. For the intra-tile schedule this is illustrated in Figure 5.7
below:
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Figure 5.7: Buffer transfers incur a fixed cycle penalty on the DSP for each transfer.

Ndma trans f ers denotes the average number of DMA transfers per tile, which corresponds to
the number of buffers that must be transferred. The average number of transfers can be
computed for every schedule using Naccesses while setting Bin, Bw, and Bout to one.

Ndma trans f ers =
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CCdma init denotes the fixed cycle penalty to initialize the DMA controller for a new transfer.
From these cost functions it follows that the intra-tile schedule is always suboptimal in terms
of the number of DMA transfers. In the next section we will explore the impact of DMA
transfers on the performance model.

5.3.1 Impact of DMA transfers on overall throughput

To investigate the impact of DMA initialization overhead on the expected performance,
we will explore the tile space of the two largest layers (conv2 and fc3) of the ConvNet
introduced in Table 5.2. For every tile and schedule the expected performance was computed
using equation 5.7. For this experiment we will only show the best-performing tile for every
schedule. We assume a system with an average DSP throughput of 1 MAC/cycle, and a bus
Bus throughput of 1 Element/cycle with Element size = 2 Bytes. Buffer size requirements are
doubled for every tile in comparison to previous experiments, as we assume double-buffering.
Lastly we assume that the DMA initialization penalty is a constant 150 cycles.
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The expected performance in cycles per layer (CClayer) is shown in figure 5.8. The results
in the graph are normalized towards the compute-only cycle count:

Compute-only cycle count =
MACs per layer

Compute throughput
(5.21)

As can be seen in the figure, the model quickly converges to its maximum throughput for
these two layers. However, the compute performance is up to 10× worse for local memory
sizes below 1KB.

Figure 5.8: Expected DSP throughput as a function of buffer size.

The performance degradation at small buffer sizes is caused by the huge increase in DMA
transfers. Given that we are not memory-bounded, the amount of cycles to compute a full
layer can be approximated as:

CClayer = Cprolog + (Ntiles − 1) · CCdsp + CCepilog

≈ Bin + Bw + Bout

Bus throughput
+ Ntiles · (

NMACs

Compute throughput
+ Ndma trans f ers · CCdma init)

For small buffer sizes Ntiles will be large, which increases the DMA initialization overhead.
The amount of compute cycles remains approximately constant, since Ntiles is inversely
proportional to NMACs. Figure 5.9 plots the relative cycle distribution of the best-performing
schedule for every buffer size. At small buffer sizes the throughput of the DSP is crippled by
DMA overhead. However, when the buffer capacity increases, the impact of DMA overhead
becomes negligible. Other schedules show a similar trend where performance for small buffer
sizes is crippled by DMA overhead. From the figure follows that the cycles that are required
to transfer the initial and final buffers of the pro- and epilog can be ignored.
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Figure 5.9: Relative DSP workload distribution of performance model for best schedules and
different buffer sizes.

Note that this model essentially tries to minimize the sum of DMA initialization overhead
versus the time to transfer the pro- and epilog buffers. Larger tiles increase CCprolog and
CCepilog, but decrease the number of DMA transfers i.e. Ntiles ·Ndma trans f ers. This behavior
is shown in figure 5.10, which plots the number of cycles that are spent on computation,
DMA transfer initialization, and the prolog and epilog transfers. The total cycle count
(CClayer) corresponds to the sum of all three factors.

Figure 5.10: Absolute DSP workload distribution of performance model for best schedules
and different buffer sizes.

At small buffer sizes the DMA overhead dominates. However, when buffer capacity increases,
the number of tile iterations is being reduced, and the initialization overhead drops signifi-
cantly. At around 128KB, the optimal performance point is reached. Further lowering the
number of tiles (and increasing the tile size) will decrease the initialization overhead, but
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leads to an increase of prolog and epilog overhead. As a result, the available buffer capacity
will not be optimally utilized, and the number of external accesses will be suboptimal. Overall
the impact of DMA overhead can have a major impact on application performance. However,
for larger buffers the overhead for DMA transfers decreases rapidly, and will most likely not
have any significant impact on compute performance. It might be possible to find solutions
that only lead to a minor degradation of compute performance, while having a significantly
better memory-efficiency. Therefore we have decided to not only look for solutions that
provide the best performance, but also consider tiles that have good memory-efficiency. This
will be discussed in Section 5.5, where we explain the performance exploration procedure.

5.4 Include local memory traffic

The system we consider has a shared data bus. This bus will be used for external memory and
local memory traffic between DSP and local memory. A bus arbiter serializes the accesses to
the SPM, and prioritizes local DSP accesses over DMA transfers. For simplicity we assume
that the DSP will never stall due to DMAC bus contention. However, the DSP might stall if
the amount memory transfers exceeds the bus bandwidth. Therefore we should also consider
the possible impact of local memory traffic on the application runtime. The situation is
visualized in Figure 5.11 below. Note that in reality local traffic will be interleaved with
external memory transfers.

Figure 5.11: Internal data bus bandwidth is shared between local and external memory traffic.

The minimum amount of local DSP traffic can be achieved by maximizing the amount of
data reuse within the register file. A simple model to provide a best-case estimate of local
memory traffic is to use the same accesses cost function as was used for external memory
traffic. To simplify the solution space, we do assume that all data that is requested by
the DSP is available in local memory. This implies that we do not have to consider all tile
combinations of the register file as a function of local memory tile choice, but simply assume
that the local memory contains the required data, and pick the tile that performs best for
a given register file size. The performance model will use a precomputed register file tile
choice that minimizes the number of local memory accesses for a given register file size.
This tile size will be used in the performance model as Nlocal accesses, which corresponds to
the number of local memory accesses per tile. The amount of local memory traffic remains
constant during tile exploration, but may impact the outcome of the performance model.
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5.5 Exploration procedure

The goal of the performance model is to arrive at fast and efficient tiles. In the previous
sections we did define a cost function that takes the compute workload, memory traffic and
DMA overhead into account. External memory traffic can be accurately modelled for a
variety of schedules that exploit intra-tile and inter-tile reuse. To determine if local memory
traffic is not bottlenecking the system, a best-case estimate for the amount of local memory
traffic is used. DMA initialization overhead scales linearly with the number of transfers, and
has a huge performance penalty on small buffer sizes, but becomes generally insignificant
for larger buffer sizes. We hypothesized that optimizing for throughput only, using Equation
5.7, will lead to suboptimal solutions as it is likely that more memory-efficient solutions can
be found at a modest decrease in computational throughput. Therefore we will consider a
exploration approach which not only optimizes for throughput, but also considers solutions
that are memory-efficient.

We will consider two metrics that indicate the quality of an arbitrary solution: throughput
and memory-efficiency or Computation-to-Communication (CTC) ratio. Throughput of an
arbitrary solution is computed as follows:

throughput = Clock rate · 2 ·MACs per layer

CClayer
· 10−3 GOps/s (5.22)

where CClayer depends on the tile and schedule, layer size, and system configuration. Memory-
efficiency is denoted as:

memory e f f iciency =
2 ·MACs per layer

Ntiles · Next accesses · Element size
Ops/byte (5.23)

where Ntiles and Next accesses correspond to the number of tiles per layer and the number of
accesses per tile for a given schedule. Using these metrics we will explore the whole valid
tile space for a given layer and system configuration. Improving the throughput amounts to
minimizing the pro- and epilog buffer transfers, as well as the number of DMA transfers.
Improving the memory-efficiency corresponds to minimizing the number of memory accesses,
which will most likely maximize the buffer sizes and may increase the number of transfers.
As can be seen, there is obviously a trade-off between these two metrics. We use the notion
of Pareto-optimality to indicate which solutions are optimal (there does not exist a solution
that is better at one metric without making at least one other metric worse). In our case
a solution is optimal or non-dominated if there does not exist a solution that has better
throughput or memory-efficiency, while scoring at least equally well on the other. The set of
non-dominated solutions can be expressed somewhat more formally using first-order logic:

{s ∈ S : (¬∃ŝ∃i∀j : ŝ ∈ S ∧ i, j ∈ metrics ∧ ŝ.i > s.i ∧ ŝ.j ≥ s.j)} (5.24)

where metrics ∈ {throughput, memory e f f iciency}, and S is the set with all valid solutions
for a given layer, system configuration, and buffer size constraint. The number of valid
solutions for a large convolution layer with a buffer size below 100 KB is usually in the range
of 1−10 million. Using the analytical model, we are able to search this solution space within
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a few minutes on a modern desktop CPU. The complete exploration procedure is listed in
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Performance model exploration procedure to find the best performing tile sizes in terms of
compute throughput and memory-efficiency for a variety of schedules (implemented in Python). The layer
under consideration is denoted by l. Every eligible layer has a set of parameters to denote its dimensions:
Ox, Oy, Oc, On, Kx, Ky, Kc, Sx, Sy, Px, Py. These parameters denote the output feature map dimensions, the
number of output feature maps, batch size, kernel size, and input dimensions, respectively. A system s has
several characteristics, such as Compute throughput, Bus throughput, Clock rate, Local memory size, and
Element size. The function LocalMemoryUsage(.) computes the memory requirements of a tile in Bytes.

{1. Define valid tile space.}
1: tiles ← {(TOx, TOy, TOc, TOn, TKc) : TOx, TOy, TOc, TOn, TKc ∈ N+

∧ (TOx ≤ l.Ox, TOy ≤ l.Oy, TOc ≤ l.Oc, TOn ≤ l.On, TKc ≤ l.Kc)}
2: eligible tiles ← {t : t ∈ tiles∧ LocalMemoryUsage(l, t) ≤ Local memory size/2} . double-buffering

{2. Compute all solutions.}
3: S = Empty solution set
4: schedules ← {Intra, InterKc, InterOc, InterOxOyOn, InterOxOyOnDirOx}
5: for all tile ∈ eligible tiles and schedule ∈ schedules do
6: throughput ← Compute attainable performance . unit: GOps/sec (1 MAC = 2 Ops)
7: memory e f f iciency ← Compute arithmetic intensity . unit: Ops/byte
8: Add solution (tile, schedule, throughput, memory e f f iciency) to set S
9: end for

{3. Discard dominated solutions.}
10: metrics ← {throughput, memory e f f iciency}
11: optimal solutions ← {s ∈ S : (¬∃ŝ∃i∀j : ŝ ∈ S ∧ i, j ∈ metrics ∧ ŝ.i > s.i ∧ ŝ.j ≥ s.j)}

An example of the resulting exploration procedure output is visualized in Figure 5.12 below.
The x-axis denotes the memory-efficiency of each solution, while the y-axis corresponds to
the attainable performance, as computed using the performance model. The system that is
modelled has a Clock rate of 450 MHz, a SIMD throughput of 32 MACs/cycle, and a bus
bandwidth of 32 Elements/cycle. The tile space exploration resulted in 5 non-dominated
solutions. As can be seen in the figure, all solutions are approximately able to obtain maxi-
mum throughput, but the difference between solutions in terms of memory-efficiency is quite
significant. For example, the solutions that are labelled with A and B do only differ 1% in
terms of throughput, but solution B is 1.5× more memory-efficient.

Figure 5.12: Roofline plot for layer conv2 of the ConvNet from Table 5.2.
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6 Improving programmability

In this section we will briefly touch on using Halide for mapping ConvNets to the IDSP test-
bench. First we introduce Halide, its notation, and how to express certain schedules that
were used for the exploration. We will discuss Halide IDSP and how it differs from standard
Halide. Finally we will motivate our choice of Halide by a small experiment that shows that
Halide is able to obtain respectable ConvNet performance on a CPU platform.

6.1 Halide

Halide is a Domain-Specific-Language (DSL) targetting large imaging pipelines, such as
ConvNets. Halide is able to concisely express stencil computations in a declarative way,
which is generally more readable than a loop nest in C that describes the same functionality.
Below we have listed the Halide-implementation of a convolution layer.

1 Var x, y, c, n; //variables; loop nest iterators
2 RDom k(0, K_x, 0, K_y, 0, K_c); //3D kernel; loop nest with iterators x, y, z
3 Expr i = x*S_x + k.x, j = y*S_y + k.y; //inline expressions
4

5 //application pipeline
6 Func conv, relu; //pipeline stages
7 conv(x,y,c,n) = b(c);
8 conv(x,y,c,n) += in(i,j,k.z,n) * W(k.x,k.y,k.z,c);
9 relu(x,y,c,n) = max(0, conv(x,y,c,n));

10

11 //schedule; every stage can be tiled, vectorized, parallelized, fused, ...
12 ...
13

14 Buffer<float> result = relu.realize(14,14,3,2); //compile + run

The code on lines 6−9 describes the functionality of a convolution layer with a ReLU-
activation. The code in lines 6−9 closely matches the convolution layer computation from
Equation 2.4. The 3-dimensional Kx×Ky×Kc kernel computation is defined as an iteration-
or reduction-domain (RDom) on line 2. This kernel is used in a pipeline stage (Func) on line
8. First a bias from buffer b is assigned to every output sample of a convolution layer on line
7. Then, on line 8, the 3D kernel is applied to the result. In this example, the product of
specific elements from buffers in and w will be added together over Kx · Ky · Kc iterations.
Finally, the convolution result is actived on line 9. This pipeline can be executed by calling
the realize statement. The realize statement takes the output dimensions as its input,
from which it will derive bounds of previous statements. If the size of the input buffer’s does
not match the required size, as derived from the output, Halide will throw an error. This
code describes the functionality of the loop nest from Listing 1 in a clear and concise way.

A schedule can be defined to speed up application execution. Every pipeline stage in Halide
can be tiled, vectorized, and parallelized through multi-threading. Furthermore we can fuse
pipeline stages to improve producer-consumer locality. In our example it makes sense to
fuse the activation with the kernel computation, since first computing all convolution results
before activation will result in very bad data locality. The strength of Halide starts to
show when loop transformations are being applied. Halide separates constructs for efficient
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scheduling from the actual functional definition. For example, where tiling the convolution
loop nest resulted in almost double the code, and required modification of the original loop
nest, it will only add a few lines in Halide.

1 RVar kc, kci;
2 Var xi, yi, ci, ni;
3 conv.update()
4 .split(x, x, xi, 7)
5 .split(y, y, yi, 7)
6 .split(c, c, ci, 1)
7 .split(n, n, ni, 1)
8 .split(k.z, kc, kci, 4)
9 .reorder(xi, yi, ci, ni, kci, kc, x, y, n, c);

Lines 3-9 splits the loop iterators x, y, c, n and kernel loop k.z, and interchanges them into
an intra-tile and tile loop. Using the compute at scheduling construct, we can determine
at which loop level we should compute and store our data. For example, if we would have had
a stack of two convolution layers, and did not define any scheduling constructs, the second
layer would recompute all required data from the first layer for every output sample, as we
did not define any buffers. This would lead to a lot of re-computation. Another extreme is
to compute and store the first layer completely. This can be done by the compute root
construct. However, keeping all data in local memory or cache is often not feasible. The
simplest schedule puts the buffers at the start of a new tile iteration. For our example, this
corresponds to the following schedule:

10 b.compute_at(conv, x);
11 W.compute_at(conv, kc);
12 in.compute_at(conv, kc);

This schedule tells that we want to compute and load input data and weights at the start
of a new kc iteration (kc is the innermost dimension of the tile loop). Similarly to the
optimized schedules from Section 5, we could put the buffers at more optimal locations
to save accesses and minimize buffer requirements. For example, to modify the intra-tile
schedule to the inter-tile schedule from Section 5.2.3, which utilizes reuse of weights, we add
the following to our schedule:

13 conv.update()
14 .reorder(xi, yi, ci, ni, kci, x, y, n, kc, c);

Additionally, we can exploit input data reuse over successive iterations of x by using the
store at construct. compute at defines at which loop iterator we should compute new
data, while store at explicitly tells at which loop iterator we should store this data. This
scheduling operation can be useful if part of the data of a previous tile iteration can be reused.
Using the previously defined schedule, we incorporate input data reuse to the schedule by
adding:

15 in.store_at(conv, y);

Using this approach, we reuse the input overlap of successive tiles, similarly to the schedule
of Section 5.2.4. Halide will create a circular buffer that reuses the overlapping data of every
successive tile iteration.
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On top of tiling and buffering control, Halide also supports some scheduling constructs
for vectorization (utilizing vector-instructions), parallelization by multithreading (compute
multiple tiles in parallel), and loop unrolling to reduce loop overhead. Overall the advantages
of Halide already show that exploring different schedules becomes very easy. The separation
of functionality and execution schedule makes it impossible to break code.

6.2 Halide IDSP

Halide IDSP is an experimental fork of Halide that adds support for the Intel IDSP. Initially,
the whole Halide program runs on a host processor, and all data buffers are stored in external
memory. The exec on scheduling construct was added to Halide to indicate which parts
of the pipeline should be offloaded to the IDSP. Buffers to store the required input data
and store the resulting output samples must be statically allocated in the local scratch-pad
memories. This can be achieved by using the new store in construct. For an arbitrary
ConvNet layer the tile loop runs on the host, while the intra-tile loop runs on the IDSP.
Before a new tile can be processed, the host processor will transfer all required input data
from external memory to DSP buffers. After processing of a tile, the output results are
transferred back to external memory, and new input data is send to the IDSP. This principle
is shown in the code example below, where the red section runs on the IDSP, and the
remainder of the loop nest is handled by the host processor.

1 //pipeline + explicit copy stages
2 Func in, out, in_dsp, out_dsp;
3 in_dsp(x,y) = in(x,y);
4 out_dsp(x,y) = in_dsp(x,y) + 2;
5 out(x,y) = out_dsp(x,y);
6

7 //host cpu schedule
8 in.store_in(EXT);
9 out.store_in(EXT)

10 .split(x,x,tx,8)
11 .split(y,y,ty,8)
12 .reorder(tx,ty,x,y)
13 .compute_root();
14

15 //dsp schedule
16 in_dsp.store_in(DSP_MEM1)
17 .compute_at(out, x);
18 out_dsp.exec_on(DSP1)
19 .store_in(DSP_MEM1)
20 .compute_at(out, x);

//pseudo-code
allocate in, out;//host buffers
allocate in_dsp, out_dsp;//dsp buffers
for y:
for x:
for ty:

for tx:
in_dsp[ty][tx] = in...

for ty:
for tx:

out_dsp[ty][tx] = in_dsp[ty][tx] + 2;

for ty:
for tx:

out... = out_dsp[ty][tx];

Limitations: Over the course of this thesis several practical limitations of Halide IDSP were
identified:

1. The current Halide IDSP programming model invalidates all DSP buffers after every
tile iteration. This implies that there is no inter-tile reuse possible with the current
implementation of Halide IDSP. As we did show in Section 5.2.6, incorporating inter-
tile reuse can significantly reduce the amount of memory traffic for a given buffer
size.
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2. Tiled reduction domain variables cannot be mapped onto the host i.e. Kernel tiling is
not possible. This is problematic for applications that require a large working set to
compute a single output sample, such as matrix-matrix multiplications or ConvNets.
For ConvNets this leads to suboptimal schedules. Manually splitting the halide pipeline
in multiple smaller kernels is possible but inconvenient.

6.3 ConvNets in Halide

To investigate the feasibility of Halide as an implementation language for fast and efficient
mapping of ConvNets, we have mapped two ConvNets from Caffe to Halide. The exact
ConvNet architectures are depicted in Appendix A.1 and A.2, respectively. Caffe is primarily
optimized for GPU training and inference, but also has a CPU mode. Depending on your
preference, convolution and fully-connected layers can be sped up by a variety of BLAS
libraries. We have tested both Atlas and Openblas. Atlas does not support multi-threading,
and is therefore the slowest. OpenBLAS adds support for multi-threading to speed up
convolution and fully-connected layers. Due to the lack of optimization of other layers, the
CPU does perform nowhere near peak performance. Therefore we have also tried the Caffe-
Intel fork, which completely reworks the Caffe framework for efficient CPU inference and
uses the MKL2017 library with hand-optimized ConvNet routines. For Halide we use the
latest auto-scheduler branch, as the schedules that were produced within seconds performed
identical or slightly better in comparison to my manually constructed schedules.

Figure 6.1: Average ConvNet throughput in Caffe CPU Vs. Halide CPU benchmarks.

The CPU that was used is the Intel i5-7300HQ. This CPU has support for 256-bit AVX2 in-
structions and is therefore able to perform 2×8-wide single-precision (SP) multiply-accumulates
per clock tick. During benchmarking the CPU clock boosts to 3.1 GHz, which resulted in a
theoretical peak throughput of 198 GMACs/cycle. We did run several iterations of different
batch sizes through the network (1, 32, 64, 128) and measured the execution time. The
results are depicted in Figure 6.1. The colored bars denote the average throughput over all
batch sizes, while the error bars indicate the minimum and maximum average throughput of
independent experiments. Halide is able to obtain respectable performance in comparison to
both the single-threaded Atlas and multi-threaded OpenBLAS library. The auto-scheduler
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produces schedules that utilizes vector-instructions, fuses convolution layers with pooling and
activation layers, and computes multiple images in parallel. Caffe-Intel is the fastest for both
networks, which is expected as it is hand-optimized for ConvNet inference on CPUs.

The use of Halide allows for great code portability across platforms. ConvNets are imple-
mented, quantized and tested on a PC, whereafter the resulting pipeline can directly be
ported to the IDSP. This process does not require any modifications to the functional Con-
vNet code. To streamline this mapping process, we have implemented a small ConvNet
layer library which enables for concise network definitions and supports floating-point and
fixed-point inference. Below we have depicted the resulting Halide code for defining the
functionality of a small 4-layer network (Appendix A.1).

1 Pipeline LeNet5(Func& input
2 , Func& W1, Func& W2, Func& W3, Func& W4
3 , Func& b1, Func& b2, Func& b3, Func& b4) {
4

5 //pipeline
6 Var x, y, c, n;
7 Func in; in(x,y,c,n) = cast<float>(input(x,y,c,n)) / 255; // normalization
8 InputLayer data = InputLayer(in, IN_DIM_X, IN_DIM_Y, IN_DIM_C, IN_DIM_N);
9

10 ConvolutionLayer conv1 = ConvolutionLayer(&data, W1, b1, c1_cfg);
11 PoolingLayer pool1 = PoolingLayer(&conv1, p1_cfg);
12 ConvolutionLayer conv2 = ConvolutionLayer(&pool1, W2, b2, c2_cfg);
13 PoolingLayer pool2 = PoolingLayer(&conv2, p2_cfg);
14

15 FlattenLayer flat = FlattenLayer(&pool2);
16 InnerProductLayer fc3 = InnerProductLayer(&flat, W3, b3, a3_cfg);
17 InnerProductLayer fc4 = InnerProductLayer(&fc3, W4, b4, a4_cfg);
18

19 SoftmaxLayer softmax = SoftmaxLayer(&fc4);
20 ArgMaxLayer argmax = ArgMaxLayer(&softmax);
21

22 //schedule
23 ...
24

25 return argmax.top;
26 }
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7 Results and evaluation

In this section we will discuss the classification accuracy of the quantized ConvNets, validate
the performance model, and provide a performance estimate of the IDSP. Finally we will
briefly discuss how the tools and models that were developed during this thesis do speed up
fast and efficient mapping.

7.1 Benchmarks

Three ConvNets were considered for evaluation, namely: a small 4-layer ConvNet based on
LeNet5 that can be used for handwritten digit classification of small monochrome images, the
well-known 8-layer AlexNet architecture that is retrained to distinguish 102 flower categories,
and the large VGG16 architecture that is used to classify 1000 different objects from the
ILSRVRC 2012 dataset. These architectures are briefly motivated below:

1. LeNet5-clone: This network can be used to recognize handwritten digits from the
MNIST dataset. The network architecture is inspired by the well-known LeNet5 Con-
vNet of the team of Yann LeCun[28], who also created the MNIST dataset. It consists
of two convolution and two fully-connected layers, which are interspersed by ReLU-
activations. The exact network architecture is depicted in appendix A.1. Similar ar-
chitectures with different hyper-parameters can be used for a variety of smaller object
recognition tasks, such as speed sign recognition or face recognition[35, 2].

2. AlexNet: This network was originally developed to classify images of 1000 distinct
object categories in the ImageNet ILSVRC 2012 challenge, a benchmark for state-
of-the-art object recognition algorithms. AlexNet achieved a ground-breaking 37%
relative top-5 classification error decrease in comparison to classical image recognition
approaches. This led to a sudden increase in popularity of deep ConvNets for many
computer vision problems. AlexNet has 5 convolution layers, 3 fully-connected layers,
ReLU activations, max-pooling, and some Local Response Normalization (LRN) layers.
This network architecture contains a variety of filter sizes (3×3, 5×5, 11×11), which
makes it interesting to port to the IDSP. The exact network architecture is depicted in
appendix A.2. At the time of mapping, we did not have the original dataset (250 GB).
Therefore we did slightly modify the original network and retrained the pre-trained
model to classify the smaller Oxford-102 flower dataset21.

3. VGG16: The VGG network secured the first place in the ImageNet 2014 challenge
on both the object localization and classification task for the ILSVRC 2012 dataset
with 1000 object categories. There exist two versions of this network; a 16-layer and a
19-layers version. This is the 16-layer version. It contains 13 convolution layers, and 3
fully-connected layers. The exact network architecture is listed in appendix A.3. This
network is chosen to validate if the quantization approach also works for ConvNets
with more advanced object recognition tasks.

21https://github.com/jimgoo/caffe-oxford102/
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7.2 Platforms and tools

Modern SoCs in consumer and embedded devices contain a variety of programmable plat-
forms. We aim to place the effectiveness of running ConvNets on the IDSP into perspective
by evaluating the same benchmarks on a modern CPU and GPU. All platforms will be eval-
uated in terms of computation throughput (average number of image classifications per
second), energy-efficiency (energy consumption per convolutional operation), and platform
utilization (ratio between effective and peak computational throughput). The primary char-
acteristics of every platform are summarized in Table 7.1 below. For the IDSP test-bench
and performance model we have used a typical configuration, as is listed in Table 7.2.

Vendor Device Memory Precision Throughput Power usage

Intel Core-i5 7300HQ @ 3.1 GHz 16 GB 32-bit float 397 GOps/sec ∼45 Watt
Nvidia GeForce GTX 1050 4 GB 32-bit float 1733.1 GOps/sec ∼75 Watt
Intel Halide IDSP test-bench 128 KB 16-bit integer 28.8 GOps/sec <1 Watt

Table 7.1: Summary of benchmark platforms.

The throughput of all devices is converted to Giga-Operations per second (GOps/sec), where
we assume that 1 MAC = 2 Ops and 1 FLOP = 1 Op. The power values from both CPU
and GPU are Thermal Design Point (TDP) values taken from the Intel ARK and Nvidia
website. While these values do not represent the actual peak power consumption, they
should provide an indication. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, we use CPU as an alias for
the Intel processor, GPU as an alias for the Nvidia GPU, and IDSP or DSP as an alias for
the Halide IDSP test-bench. Due to time constraints we didn’t consider the Intel Integrated
Graphics solution. The ConvNet implementations on all platforms are briefly discussed below:

1. CPU: To accelerate ConvNets on the CPU platform, it is important to exploit data
locality in caches by applying loop transformations, execute multiple images in paral-
lel on multiple cores, and use vector-instructions to get the most throughput of the
every core. The Intel i5-7300HQ CPU has 4 cores at 2.5 GHz and supports AVX2
SIMD-instructions. Each core is therefore able to perform 2x8-wide single-precision
(SP) floating-point multiply-accumulates per clock tick. This results in a theoretical
peak throughput of 160 GMACs/s or 320 GOps/s. During our benchmarks the CPU
did consistenly boost the clock frequency up to 3.1 GHz, which increases the peak
throughput to 397 GOps/s. The benchmark ConvNets were all implemented in Halide,
and verified to functional correctness against their Caffe reference implementation.
Early experiments pointed out (Section 6.3) that the Halide auto-scheduler[32] is able
to obtain comparable performance to hand-tuned pipelines in a fraction of seconds,
in comparison to standard Caffe with a variety of BLAS libraries, but does not out-
perform the fastest Deep Learning library for Intel processors. Therefore we will use
the latest Caffe-Intel branch with the Intel MKL 2017 library for our CPU baseline.
Application runtime is measured by the Caffe time command, which measures the
average inference time of every layer for a single batch of images. From this value we
can compute the throughput in images per second. From all batch sizes tested, we use
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the best-performing one. We use the Intel Power Gadget tool to monitor the energy
consumption while running the benchmarks. This application uses the RAPL API to
access a set of Model-Specific-Registers (MSRs) that provide information about the
energy-consumption of different power domains.

2. GPU: The parallel nature of ConvNets have made GPUs the platform of choice for
training and inference of large-scale ConvNets. Nvidia has released the CuDNN deep
learning library to allow for fast and efficient mapping of ConvNets to the GPU. This
library automatically chooses the best algorithm for every layer, and requires minimal
user interaction. Most Deep Learning frameworks differentiate themselves by providing
a high-level interface that can be used to create, train, and evaluate ConvNets, a large
model zoo, and supportive tooling on top of the CuDNN library. For our GPU bench-
marks we have used the latest version of Caffe built with CUDA 8.0 and CuDNN v6.
The Nvidia GTX 1050 Notebook has 640 CUDA cores on a base clock of 1354MHz.
Each core performs 2 floating-point operations per cycle, which results in a peak
throughput of 1733.1 GOps/sec. Measuring the power consumption of a GPU is much
harder, as Nvidia has disabled this feature in their consumer-grade drivers. There-
fore we will use the average GPU-only power consumption under a highly-demanding
workload from an online source22.

3. DSP: For the DSP we will consider 4 factors that affect performance and energy-
efficiency: compute throughput, DMA overhead, external memory traffic, and local
memory traffic. compute throughput and local traffic are retrieved by manual map-
ping of independent ConvNet layers to the IDSP test-bench using Halide. We optimize
the compute performance of these mappings by a combination of loop unrolling, vec-
torization, and software-pipelining. The resulting application will be scheduled (make
sched) by the Intel HiveCC compiler, which produces a cycle-accurate compute-only
schedule (stalls due to instruction cache misses or external memory bottlenecks are
ignored). We use the performance model to account for external memory traffic be-
havior and DMA overhead, with the performance model configuration as depicted in
Table 7.2 below.

System characteristic Configuration

Clock rate 450 MHz
Bus throughput 32 Elements/cycle
DSP throughput 32 MACs/cycle
Element size 2 Bytes
DMA reconfiguration penalty 150 cycles
Local memory size 128 KB
Register file size 4 KB

Table 7.2: Performance model and IDSP test-bench system properties.

The energy consumption of the IDSP while running ConvNet applications is estimated
by the contribution of 2 factors: memory traffic and the complete DSP core. Energy-

22ttps://www.techpowerup.com/reviews/MSI/GTX_1050_Gaming_X/25.html
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consumption of the external memory accesses and local memory accesses were esti-
mated using CACTI and the literature[24]. Since we did not have access to energy-
numbers for the Intel IDSP, we decided to make a rough estimate based on public
numbers of a similar VLIW core with SIMD extensions (CEVA-XM4).

7.3 Evaluation approach

To validate if ConvNets can be effectively deployed on the IDSP platform, we will evaluate
the following matters:

1. We evaluate the fixed-point accuracy of a fixed-point Halide implementation of the
benchmark ConvNets to validate if narrow-accumulator platforms, such as the IDSP,
are able to run large ConvNets effectively.

2. We validate the performance model by manual mapping of convolution and fully-
connected layers of LeNet5 and AlexNet benchmark to the IDSP test-bench and use
these results to identify possible short-comings of the performance model and mapping-
related inefficiencies.

3. We evaluate the memory-efficiency of the manual mappings and show that the perfor-
mance model is able to obtain better solutions.

4. We estimate the obtainable IDSP performance in terms of throughput, energy-efficiency,
and platform utilization, and compare these results to the CPU and GPU platforms.
This evaluation should reveal if the IDSP is a valuable resource for deployment of
ConvNets.

5. We discuss how the mapping flow can speed up implementation and evaluation of
ConvNets on the IDSP and propose possible improvements and future directions.

7.4 Quantization results

This section discusses the results of converting the three benchmark ConvNets from floating-
point to fixed-point. The baseline floating-point results are obtained using the Caffe Deep
Learning framework[25]. A good fixed-point network approximation is found using Caffe-
Ristretto together with the quantization procedure as explained in section 4. The resulting
solution is mapped to the Halide IDSP test-bench and tested on the baseline validation
dataset. Note that the full dataset was tested on a PC, while only a small subset of the
dataset was tested on the IDSP simulator. The reason for this is simply that the HiveCC
simulator verifies functional correctness, but is not fast enough to process a dataset with
several thousand images. However, as we were using Halide, the same application code was
reused for both implementations.

Network 1: LeNet5-clone
Quantization of a small 4-layer ConvNet that is trained on the MNIST handwritten digit
dataset23 (60000 monochrome images of size 28x28, 10 classes) yields the following results:

23http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist
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Description Classification accuracy

floating-point reference (Caffe) 99.15%
Halide IDSP with 16-bit accumulator 99.16%

The accuracy values reported are obtained by forwarding the official 10000-image test
dataset, and counting the number of images that are being classified correctly.

Network 2: AlexNet-Oxford102
Quantization of the well-known 8-layer AlexNet (2012) network[26] that is retrained on the
Oxford-102 flower dataset24 (approx. 8000 color images of size 227x227, 102 classes) yields
the following results:

Description Classification accuracy

floating-point reference (Caffe) 93.50%
Halide IDSP with 16-bit accumulator 92.45%

The accuracy values reported are obtained by forwarding a small 1020-image test dataset,
and counting the number of images that are being classified correctly.

Network 3: VGG16-ImageNet
Quantization of a pre-trained version of the well-known 16-layer VGG network25 yields the
following results:

Description Classification accuracy

floating-point reference (Caffe) 69.08%
Halide IDSP with 16-bit accumulator 67.42%

The accuracy values reported are obtained by forwarding a 5000-image validation dataset
through the network, and counting the number of images that are being classified correctly.
Note that the accuracy is the top-1 accuracy, while most literature reports the top-5 accu-
racy (classification is correct if ground-truth is in top-5 predictions). The 5000 images are
randomly extracted from the official image validation dataset.

7.5 Model validation and manual mapping results

In this section we will discuss the results of the manual mapping and validate the accuracy
of the performance model. The accuracy of the performance model is being validated on
two factors: inner loop compute performance and estimated local memory traffic. Indepen-
dent convolution and fully-connected layers of the LeNet5-clone and AlexNet network were
mapped to the Halide IDSP test-bench. The tile size and schedule of every layer was chosen
on intuition since the best-performing tiles, according to the performance model, were not
available at that time. The general approach was to use tiles that utilize the available local

24https://github.com/jimgoo/caffe-oxford102
25http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/˜vgg/research/very_deep/
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memory space effectively, have at least one tile dimension large enough for vectorization,
and one small tile dimension that could be unrolled (in addition to the Kx × Ky kernel) for
increased Instruction-Level-Parallelism (ILP). Finally we try to have another large tile dimen-
sion over which we could software-pipeline the kernel computation. Due to the lack of a
realistic memory model in the test-bench, some restrictions were added to the manual map-
ping strategy. We assume that the whole network uses the same memory layout. Changing
the memory layout at run-time might be costly, but will happen on the host processor, and is
therefore not be visible in the instruction schedule of the IDSP test-bench. Additionally, we
only used half of the available local memory to simulate double-buffering. For all benchmarks
we assumed a batch size of 8.

Network 1: LeNet5-clone
Table 7.3 lists the tile choices and scheduling results that were obtained by manual mapping
of individual layers.

Tile choice Mapping results

Layer TOx TOy TOc TOn TKc cycle count #vector transfers

conv1 28 28 32 1 1 272544 52224
conv2 2 14 32 1 32 3033632 632912
fc3 1 1 64 8 448 421792 253680
fc4 1 1 10 8 512 5712 2569

Table 7.3: LeNet5 tile choices and scheduling results of manual mapping.

The resulting cycle count was extracted from a scheduled run of the HiveCC compiler.
The number of local transfers between DSP and local scratch-pad memory was counted
by analyzing the resulting instruction schedule. To be precise, we counted the number of
vector load instructions vec g ld and store instructions vec g st (including variations).
For simplicity we did exclude scalar traffic. The same tile choices were inserted into the
performance model. The relative difference between model and manual mapping in terms of
computational throughput and local memory traffic is depicted in Figure 7.1 below.

Figure 7.1: Relative difference of compute cycle count (left) and the amount of local vector
transfers (right) between model and manual mapping for the LeNet5 ConvNet.
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When considering the complete network, the difference in throughput between model and
manual mapping is only 1.2×. The least efficient layers (conv1, fc4) are also the smallest.
It should be noted that the model is very optimistic, and assumes that the maximum system
throughput can always be achieved. Two primary reasons for the cycle count discrepancy
between manual mapping and model were identified:

1. SIMD under-utilization: Layer conv1 is vectorized over the TOx dimension, which
leads to only 28/32 SIMD-utilization. vectorization over TOc is possible, but increases
the amount of weights that must kept live (every output map has it’s own kernel), and
results in register file spilling. Layer fc4 can only be vectorized over the TOc or TOn
dimension, which leads to a vector utilization of only 10/32 or 8/32, respectively. We
could increase TOn to the vector width by processing more images in parallel, but this
will increase the classification latency, which may not always be preferred for real-time
applications. Until recently Halide did not support vectorization over reduction domain
variables (TKc in this case). However, a new scheduling construct was added which
enables for vectorization over associative reductions[43]. This allows for more flexible
schedules for algorithms with large reduction domains, such as ConvNets.

2. Insufficient ILP: Multiply-accumulates of independent kernels do have a significant
latency, but can often be computed independently. Therefore it is key to unroll kernel
loops to expose more ILP to the compiler. Software-pipelining is used in addition to
loop unrolling to overlap kernel computations of consecutive loop iterations. It is espe-
cially effective for loops that contain many iterations. In general there can not be any
branches in the loop that is being software-pipelined i.e. all loops inside the pipeline-
loop should be completely unrolled. The trade-off between moving independent loops
outside of the pipeline loop or unrolling them depends on the register file size. If the
register is not large enough to contain the working set of the pipeline-loop, values will
be spilled out of registers to local memory. Reloading values from local memory has
a significant latency and can have a major impact on application performance. Some-
times it can be beneficial to spill a few values, and reload them during every kernel
iteration. For example, the schedule of layer conv1 does not have any register spilling,
but has reduced throughput due to insufficient inner loop ILP. Layer conv2 has better
performance due to a larger working set, at the cost of some register spilling.

The relative difference in local memory transfers between the DSP and local memory is
depicted in Figure 7.1. From the figure follows that the average amount of local transfers is
approximately 9.1× larger than the model did predict. Three primary sources of additional
local transfers were identified in the instruction schedules of the manual mapping:

1. Redundant loads and stores: Data that is reused over consecutive loop iterations can
be hoisted out of the loop by the compiler, to prevent reloading the same value multiple
times. We identify that this does indeed happen for read-only values, such as weights
and input data, but not for partial accumulator values. These vectors are being stored
and reloaded during every loop iteration. This is problematic for both convolution and
fully-connected layers, and tremendously increases the amount of register file transfers.
We estimate that the number of partial result transfers can be reduced by a factor
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α = 16. This corresponds to keeping an additional 16 vectors live, which generally fits
in the register file of the IDSP.

2. Register spilling: Register spilling is sometimes necessary to get the best throughput,
but has a major impact on local memory transfers. The amount of spilling can be
quantified by counting the amount of reloads due to spilling per kernel iteration. As
previously discussed, we vectorized layer conv1 over the TOx dimension, which reduces
the throughput but prevents spilling. Layer conv2 is scheduled differently to improve
ILP, at the cost of some spilling. As can be seen in Figure 7.2, this has a major impact
on the total number of local memory transfers.

3. Unaligned vector loads: Some data vectors require 2 loads with an alignment shuffle
operation, if the required data is not nicely stored into local memory. For ConvNets
this happens when we vectorize over the TOx or TOy dimensions.

Redundant loads and stores can possibly be reduced by adding an optimization pass to Halide
IDSP. Register spilling happens when the kernel inside the software-pipeline loop is too large.
We identify that not all register files are fully utilized. Therefore the scheduler should be
able to pass values across registers. The HiveCC scheduler doesn’t manage to distribute data
across all register files effectively. Unaligned vector loads can only be avoided by different
schedules. If we subtract the additional local transfers from the mapping, the model becomes
quite accurate; the average difference in local transfers shrinks from 9.1× to only 1.7×, as
is shown in Figure 7.2. The difference between model and mapping is never more than 2×.
We attribute this difference in transfers to the optimistic register tile choice of the model.

Figure 7.2: Distribution of local memory transfers for manual mapping of LeNet5.

Additional mapping transfers

Layer Model transfers red. loads/stores spilling unaligned loads other total

conv1 6560 25984 0 15872 3816 52232
conv2 43456 201152 326144 0 62160 632912
fc3 52808 188416 0 0 10056 251280
fc4 291 1920 0 0 358 2569

Table 7.4: Local memory transfers for manual mapping of LeNet5.
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Network 2: AlexNet
To get a more realistic estimate on the model accuracy for a larger ConvNet, we did also
map all convolution and fully-connected layers of AlexNet to the IDSP. The tile sizes and
mapping results are listed below:

Tile choice Mapping results

Layer TOx TOy TOc TOn TKc cycle count #vector transfers

conv1 55 2 96 1 1 33006624 5345760
conv2 27 3 64 1 16 61494336 8904960
conv3 13 13 64 1 16 45742080 9518080
conv4 13 13 64 1 16 35001216 7089792
conv5 13 13 64 1 16 23520000 5070592
fc6 1 1 64 8 462 9978880 5916800
fc7 1 1 64 8 456 4414464 2629632
fc8 1 1 64 8 456 137394 82180

Table 7.5: AlexNet tile choices and scheduling results of manual mapping.

For convolution layers the TOc dimension was used for vectorization. Either TOx or TOy
was used for software-pipelining, while the other dimension was (partially) unrolled. Layer
conv1 has a large 11×11 kernel, which only was partially unrolled. Layer conv2 has a 5×5
kernel whose schedule again resulted in register spilling, similar to layer conv2 of LeNet5.
Other convolution layers had 3×3 kernels which could be fully unrolled and led to very good
inner loop performance.

Figure 7.3: Relative difference in terms of compute cycle count between model and manual
mapping for the AlexNet ConvNet.

Figure 7.3 depicts the relative difference between model and mapping compute cycles. The
compute cycles of the actual mapping are never more than 1.3× off, which implies that inner
loops are generally very dense. The relative difference in terms of local memory transfers is
shown in Figure 7.4. Similar to LeNet5, the predicted number of local memory transfers is
far too optimistic. Redundant loads and stores are again the primary cause for this increase.
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Layers conv3, conv4, and conv5 have the largest kernels and therefore also the largest number
of partial result reloads. The difference between model and mapping after subtraction of the
additional transfers is never more than 1.5×, and 1.2× on average. The actual results are
summarized in Table 7.6 below.

Figure 7.4: Distribution of local memory transfers for manual mapping of AlexNet.

Additional mapping transfers

Layer Model red. loads/stores spilling unaligned loads other total

conv1 742560 4719000 0 0 -115800 5345760
conv2 895968 4292352 3594240 0 122400 8904960
conv3 840960 8419008 0 0 258112 9518080
conv4 635328 6322368 0 0 132096 7089792
conv5 423552 4537472 0 0 109568 5070592
fc6 1227520 4437248 0 0 252032 5916800
fc7 546028 1971968 0 0 111616 2629632
fc8 14112 61560 0 0 6508 82180

Table 7.6: Local memory transfers for manual mapping of AlexNet.

In the AlexNet network we did not have schedules that required unaligned loads. Additionally,
only layer conv2 had some kernel spilling. What should be noted is that the remainder for
conv1 is negative i.e. the number of vector transfers of the model is more than the mapping
after subtraction of the redundant loads and stores. This difference can be explained by the
number of scalar loads, which were ignored in the analysis, but are taken into account by
the model. Generally the amount of scalar data is less than 10% of the overall data traffic.
However, for layer conv1 the scalar input transfers are significant, due to large input images
(224x224x3) and large kernels with significant overlap between neighboring output samples.

From the manual mappings we can conclude that near-peak compute-only throughput (ap-
prox. 25 MACs/cycle) is obtainable using Halide IDSP. During the mapping process, several
inefficiencies in the generated instruction schedules were identified, especially redundant loads
and stores. These could either be accounted for by the performance model, or be possibly
be optimized away by some compiler improvements.
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Efficiency of mapping
In this section we will discuss the efficiency of the manual mappings in comparison to the
best schedules from the model. As was discussed in Section 6.2, the current version of Halide
IDSP has some scheduling limitations. Due to these limitations we are restricted to intra-
tile schedules and can not tile the Kc dimension. Using the memory accesses exploration
procedure we can investigate the impact on external memory accesses when we are unable
to utilize the most efficient kernels. Figure 7.5 plots the memory-efficiency in convolution
operations per byte (CTC ratio) of the most efficient schedules for every layer. Schedules
that can exploit inter-tile reuse are up to 13× more efficient than schedules that Halide
IDSP is able to produce. Since this is a practical limitation we assume in the performance
evaluation that we are able to implement the most efficient schedules.

Figure 7.5: Practical limitations in Halide IDSP lead to schedules that are up to 13x less
memory-efficient, when considering the convolution and fully-connected layers of AlexNet.

Figure 7.6 depicts the manual mapping results for both benchmark ConvNets. DMA initial-
ization overhead and external memory traffic are estimated using the performance model.
From the graph follows that no layer is bounded by the data bus bandwidth. Only for
fully-connected layers the ratio between compute and available bus bandwidth is quite low.

Figure 7.6: Cycle count distribution of manual mapping for convolution and fully-connected
layers of LeNet5 (left) and AlexNet (right).
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To evaluate the memory-efficiency of both ConvNet mappings in comparison to the most
efficient schedule of the performance model, we have plotted the CTC ratio of both solutions
in Figure 7.7.

Figure 7.7: Memory-efficiency of schedules that were used for manual mapping versus the
optimal according to performance model.

For LeNet5 all schedules are approximately optimal, since we are able to exploit all reuse in
our local buffer quite easily. For the larger AlexNet, the memory-efficiency of convolution
layers is less than optimal; it is not trivial which schedule and tile leads to the most efficient
solution, as convolution layers expose potential for data reuse in every tile dimension. The
most efficient schedules in terms of throughput and memory efficiency (according to the
performance model) depend on the layer type and dimensions. For convolution layers the
inter-tile schedule over Kc leads to the best solutions. For early layers that have a small
number of input large input maps, the schedule that maximizes input data reuse is often
best. For fully-connected layers where the whole kernel cannot be kept on-chip, the schedule
that maximizes inter-tile reuse over Kc is always considered the best schedule. It should
be noted that the best solutions of the performance model is often a trade-off between
memory-efficiency and throughput; It is often the case the most efficient schedules require a
lot of small DMA transfers, which reduces the throughput due to additional DMA overhead.
However, according to our model, this performance degradation is never more than 5% of the
platform peak performance for fully-connected layers, or 0.5% for convolution layers (with
exception of layer conv1 and fc4 in LeNet5, which have a very high DMA overhead due to
their low computational workload).

If we investigate the tile choices of the performance model, we can see that convolution
layers generally pick tiles that load complete input maps to maximize input data and weight
reuse, except for the first layers where input maps are very large. Additionally, the best
performing tiles for convolution layers maximize the amount of output maps on-chip (TOc
is large), but do generally not process many images in parallel (TOn is small), or load many
input maps (TKc is small). For fully-connected layers you want to process multiple images
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in parallel to exploit weight reuse (TOn = On). Similar to convolution layers, the schedule
that minimizes transfers of partial results is considered optimal.

To better understand the final results, we have plotted the layer-wise solutions for both
networks in a roofline plot of the IDSP test-bench. The x-axis plots the memory-efficiency or
CTC-ratio. The y-axis corresponds to the attainable compute throughput in Giga-Operations
per second. This value is computed by dividing the number of multiply-accumulates per layer
by the run-time. The run-time is composed of the compute-only cycle count of the HiveCC
schedule, plus the time to process all DMA transfers, which follows from the performance
model.

Figure 7.8: Roofline plot of manual mapping for convolution and fully-connected layers of
LeNet5 and AlexNet.

Convolution layers are generally very efficient and have a very high CTC ratio. The overall
platform utilization of convolution layers is approximately 80%. Layer conv1 of LeNet5
has significantly lower utilization (57%), due to SIMD underutilization. Layer fc4 has the
lowest platform utilization (21%), which is caused by the significant DMA penalty and SIMD
underutilization. The mapping of layer conv2 of AlexNet has the highest throughput (91%),
but suffers from register spilling.

7.6 Performance estimate

In this section we will provide a performance estimate for the IDSP.

7.6.1 CPU baseline

From the CPU benchmark results follows that approximately 74% and 86% of the total run-
time is spend in convolution or fully-connected layers of the LeNet5 and AlexNet ConvNets,
respectively. The remainder of the run-time is primarily spend on activation, pooling, and
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normalization. Using the Intel Power Gadget tool we measure the energy consumption
over two domains, namely: The package (PKG) and the DRAM domain. The PKG domain
resembles the complete processor die, including integrated graphics, last-level caches, and IO
peripherals (ex: memory controllers). Since we did not use the ingrated graphics solution,
we assume that the impact of the integrated graphics solution on energy consumption is
negligible. The DRAM power domain provides an estimate of the energy consumption of
external memory. During benchmarking we read out the MSR RAPL x ENERGY STATUS
register value for each of the power domains. Every register contains a 32-bit counter that
monitors the energy consumption from the last system reboot. For our CPU this is a fixed-
point integer with 14 bits of precision (61 µJ/step). We sample the energy-consumption
with an interval of 100 ms, which is fast enough to prevent erroneous readings due to register
wrap-around, but slow enough to have a negligible impact on application performance. We
define total energy consumption as the sum of both PKG and DRAM energy consumption.
We have summarized the results of the CPU benchmarks in Table 7.7 below:

Benchmark
Workload
per image

average run-
time per batch

power
usage

average
throughput

energy-
efficiency

platform
utilization

LeNet5 0.025 GOps 11.89 ms 41 W 10746 img/s 157 pJ/Op 67%
AlexNet 1.441 GOps 596.55 ms 45 W 215 img/s 145 pJ/Op 78%

Table 7.7: CPU benchmark results (batch size: 128).

7.6.2 GPU baseline

From the GPU benchmark results follows that approximately 74% and 80% of the total run-
time is spend in convolution or fully-connected layers of the LeNet5 and AlexNet ConvNets,
respectively. Estimating the power consumption of a GPU is more difficult, as Nvidia has
disabled this feature in their consumer-grade drivers. Therefore we will use the average
GPU-only power consumption under a high-demanding workload from an online source26.
We have summarized the results of the GPU benchmarks in Table 7.8 below:

Benchmark
Workload
per image

average run-
time per batch

power
usage

average
throughput

energy-
efficiency

platform
utilization

LeNet5 0.025 GOps 3.99 ms 62 W 32112 img/s 79 pJ/Op 45%
AlexNet 1.441 GOps 142.29 ms 62 W 900 img/s 48 pJ/Op 75%

Table 7.8: GPU benchmark results (batch size: 128).

7.6.3 IDSP test-bench

For the expected throughput of the DSP we sum the cycle count of all convolution and fully-
connected layers from the manual mapping, and divide this value by the IDSP test-bench
clock rate to get an estimate of the inference run-time for a single batch. We ignore the

26https://www.techpowerup.com/reviews/MSI/GTX_1050_Gaming_X/25.html
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impact of pooling, normalization, and final classification layers for now, as these can likely
be hidden into the schedules of convolution and fully-connected layers.

To estimate the power consumption of the DSP mappings a simple model is used. We sum
the energy cost of local memory transfers, external memory transfers, and the DSP core.
The energy consumption of local memory transfers is estimated by multiplying the number of
vector accesses by the average energy cost per access, which we have derived using CACTI.
We do the same for external memory accesses, which generally have a much higher cost per
access[24]. The estimated energy-cost per memory transfer is listed in Table 7.9 below.

Memory size Access width Technology node Voltage Access cost

16 KB 4 B 32 nm 1.0 V 3.7 pJ
128 KB 64 B 32 nm 1.0 V 66.6 pJ
DRAM 8 B 45 nm 0.9 V 2.6 nJ

Table 7.9: Energy consumption of local and external memory accesses.

To approximate the energy-consumption of the complete IDSP core, we use publicly available
data about the power consumption of a similar VLIW core with SIMD extensions (CEVA-
XM4). CEVA claims that their core is able to operate at approximately 30 mWatt[37], while
processing a real-time pedestrian detection ConvNet. We estimate the power consump-
tion per MHz by dividing the reported power consumption by the worst-case typical clock
frequency of 500 MHz.

30 mW
500 MHz

= 60 µW/MHz (7.1)

This value will be used to approximate the energy consumption of the IDSP core:

estimated IDSP core energy consumption per tick = 60 µW/MHz = 60 pJ/cycle (7.2)

Figure 7.9 shows the resulting energy consumption of the manual mappings for both LeNet5
and AlexNet. As can be seen in the figure, external memory traffic dominates the total
energy consumption of both networks.

Figure 7.9: Energy consumption distribution of manual mapping for convolution and fully-
connected layers of LeNet5 (left) and AlexNet (right).
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The external memory traffic of convolution layers in AlexNet could actually be reduced
significantly, as was shown before in Figure 7.7. From Table 7.10 follows that this could
potentially reduce the total energy consumption of AlexNet by 23%. For the small LeNet5
network the potential energy savings are much less, since all reuse is already captured within
the available local buffer space.

Energy consumption

Benchmark Schedule compute dma init local transfers ext transfers total

LeNet5
mapping 224 µJ 4 µJ 63 µJ 1549 µJ 1840 µJ
model 184 µJ 3 µJ 7 µJ 1413 µJ 1608 µJ

AlexNet
mapping 12798 µJ 118 µJ 3196 µJ 67560 µJ 83672 µJ
model 10869 µJ 180 µJ 355 µJ 52792 µJ 64196 µJ

Table 7.10: Energy consumption estimates for manual mapping and most efficient schedule.

Due to the massive impact of fully-connected layers on total energy consumption, it would
be very efficient to further compress the weights of these layers. Weights account for over
88% and 99% of all external transfers in fully-connected layers for LeNet5 and AlexNet,
respectively. Small gains in energy-efficiency and compute throughput could be obtained by
improving the platform utilization. However, since the manual mappings did already provide
a platform utilization of approximately 80% for the large convolution layers, this might not be
the most profitable optimization. The impact of local memory traffic on energy-consumption
is limited, even when scalar traffic is also taken into account; the number of local memory
accesses would increase by less than 10% for both benchmarks.

We have summarized the results of the IDSP benchmarks in Table 7.11 below. Note that
the run-time per batch assumes a batch size of 8, instead of the 128-image batch that was
used for the CPU and GPU.

Benchmark
Workload
per image

average run-
time per batch

power
usage

average
throughput

energy-
efficiency

platform
utilization

LeNet5 0.025 GOps 8.44 ms 218 mW 948 img/s 9 pJ/Op 81%
AlexNet 1.441 GOps 478.35 ms 175 mW 17 img/s 7 pJ/Op 84%

Table 7.11: IDSP test-bench benchmark results (batch size: 8).

7.6.4 Comparison overview

The performance estimates that were obtained in the previous paragraphs are summarized in
Table 7.12 below. The results indicate that the IDSP is approximately 7−8× more energy-
efficient than the GPU, and 17−20× more energy-efficient than the CPU. The IDSP is able
to obtain a good platform utilization on a variety of convolution (kernel sizes: 3x3, 5x5,
11x11) and fully-connected layers (layer size up to 144 MB) using the Halide IDSP test-
bench. On the small LeNet5 network 948 frames per second (fps) could be processed, while
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on the much larger AlexNet a respectable 17 fps were obtained within an estimated power
budget of less than 0.25 Watt.

Benchmark Platform
Average
throughput

Energy-
efficiency

Power
usage

Platform
utilization

LeNet5
CPU 10746 img/s 157 pJ/Op 41 W 67%
GPU 32112 img/s 79 pJ/Op 62 W 45%
IDSP 948 img/s 9 pJ/Op 0.218 W 81%

AlexNet
CPU 215 img/s 145 pJ/Op 45 W 78%
GPU 900 img/s 48 pJ/Op 62 W 75%
IDSP 17 img/s 7 pJ/Op 0.175 W 84%

Table 7.12: Overview of benchmark results.

7.7 Fast mapping

This section will briefly evaluate how the tools that were developed in this thesis will reduce
the programming effort for fast and efficient mapping of ConvNets to an imaging DSP.

Quantization: The quantization procedure was implemented in Caffe-Ristretto using the
Python interface. In principle it should be possible to quantize the convolution and fully-
connected layers of any ConvNet from Caffe’s model zoo with pre-trained ConvNets. When
running this on the GTX 1050 GPU, the complete quantization procedure can generally be
completed within a few minutes; a complete run for LeNet5 and AlexNet took 93 and 543
seconds, respectively. For the large VGG16 network, the quantization procedure actually
took several hours on a 5000-image dataset. It might be possible to speed up the process
by using a smaller subset of the complete dataset for quantization. Furthermore it should
be possible to exclude some unbalanced solutions, where either BW(in) or BW(w) is very
small. These solutions do generally not lead to good classification accuracy.

Implementation: The use of Halide allows for great code portability across platforms.
Convnets are implemented, quantized and tested on a PC, whereafter the resulting pipeline
can directly be ported to the DSP. This process does not require any modifications to the
functional ConvNet code. To streamline this mapping process, we did implement both
floating-point and fixed-point versions of the primary ConvNet layers. Additionally, we did
build a small layer library to define a ConvNet pipeline very conveniently in a layer-wise
fashion. It should be possible to automatically generate this pipeline from the corresponding
Caffe network description.

Finding efficient schedules: In the process of automatically finding efficient schedules we
did primarily focus on optimizing external memory accesses. These accesses account for a
major part of the system’s energy consumption. This performance exploration procedure was
implemented in Python, and is able to explore the whole tile space for a large convolution
layer within minutes on a modern CPU. With some simple heuristics (ignore tile choices that
increase the total workload by more than 5%) we were able to retrieve the same optimal
schedules within seconds. The resulting schedules do directly correspond to loop nests, and
can be implemented in C or Halide. This step can be automated with minimal manual effort.
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Finding fast schedules: Another important part of efficient scheduling is the compute per-
formance of the intra-tile loop. Schedules that do not utilize SIMD-instructions or software-
pipelining will have a very poor compute performance. Currently this scheduling step is not
automated. However, during the manual mapping of two ConvNet benchmarks we found that
80% of the peak compute performance is obtainable in large convolution and fully-connected
layers using a small subset of intra-tile schedules.
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8 Conclusions and Future Work

Convolutional Neural Networks (ConvNets) deliver astonishing performance on many Com-
puter Vision tasks, and are currently being widely productized. To deploy these data-driven
and computationally demanding algorithms on embedded and consumer devices, power-
efficient and high-performing accelerators are required. Due to the unavailability of mature
Deep Learning frameworks for DSPs it is currently unknown if ConvNets can be effectively
mapped to embedded imaging DSPs. This work presents a framework for fast and efficient
deployment of ConvNets on a representative imaging DSP. This framework was used to
evaluate the performance of several (former) state-of-the-art ConvNets on a representative
imaging DSP in terms of compute throughput, platform utilization, and energy-efficiency.

Three benchmark ConvNets were quantized and mapped onto the IDSP. The results indi-
cate that the 16-bit IDSP is able to run a variety of networks without a significant loss in
classification accuracy. The loss in classification accuracy could possibly be further reduced
by fine-tuning or retraining. Several works have applied model fine-tuning with great success
on reduced-precision platforms for even larger ConvNets[10, 19].

Using the analytical performance model from Section 5 we find that 64 KB of effective on-
chip memory in combination with efficient inter-tile schedules is enough to exploit most reuse
within convolution and fully-connected layers of both benchmark networks. All layers could
be scheduled within 2× optimal data reuse, which indicates that larger on-chip buffers will
only improve data locality to a limited extent. Convolution and fully-connected layers have a
computation-to-communication ratio of 24−272 Ops/byte and 4−8 Ops/byte, respectively.
These numbers indicate that convolution layers are far from being bandwidth-bounded, and
that greater throughput may be achievable with wider SIMD-units.

Compute throughput was evaluated by manually mapping a wide variety of convolution
and fully-connected layers to the IDSP test-bench. These mappings resulted in an average
computational throughput of approximately 80% of the peak IDSP compute throughput.
These results point out that the IDSP is capable of running the primary ConvNet layers very
effectively, and that Halide IDSP is able to express schedules that lead to good inner-loop
compute throughput. Best-case performance estimates indicate that the DSP should be able
to process approximately 17 frames per second of the large AlexNet network.

The energy-efficiency of the DSP was estimated using numbers from the literature. From
this estimate follows that external memory transfers generally account for over 60% of the
energy consumption of convolution layers. Fully-connected layers account for over half of the
total ConvNet energy consumption, even though these layers have negligible computational
workload in comparison to convolution layers. This is due to massive number of weights,
which account for over 88% of all external transfers in fully-connected layers. From the
benchmarks follows that the DSP is approximately 7−8× and 17−20× more energy-efficient
than a GPU and CPU, respectively.
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8.1 Future Work

In this section we will briefly discuss some future directions to reduce the manual effort for
fast and efficient ConvNet mapping to an imaging DSP.

1. All ConvNet implementations were made in standard Halide and validated on a PC.
However, due to practical limitations of the Halide IDSP test-bench we could not
provide an complete realistic performance estimate of the complete network e.g. we
had to make assumptions on the available memory bandwidth and the expected DMA
overhead, had to ignore possible pipeline stalls due to instruction cache misses, and
ignored the impact of pooling and normalization layers on application performance. To
provide a more realistic estimate, we should consider the impact of all these factors.

2. The performance model primarily focuses on optimizing external memory traffic. How-
ever, it does not optimize the intra-tile schedule. In other words, it optimizes for
efficient schedules, but does not produce schedules that are necessarily fast. Exten-
sions to the performance model should aim to find tile sizes that can be effectively
unrolled, vectorized, and software-pipelined. During our manual mappings we found
that there are only a small subset of intra-tile schedules that provide good computation
throughput on the DSP. Therefore it might be possible to use some simple heuristics
for speeding up intra-tile loops, similar to the Halide-autoscheduler.

3. Energy consumption of external memory traffic is still a large problem. Several works
indicate that more energy-efficient ConvNet schedules could be obtained by fusion of
multiple layers. Fusion of consecutive layers reduces the amount of off-chip memory
traffic by keeping results of intermediate layers on-chip. Layer fusion could be included
in the performance model to further optimize the implementation, but may result in
an unmanageable solution space.
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Appendices

A ConvNet definitions

A.1 LeNet5-clone

Layer Input size Filter dim/
stride

Output size/
activation

Pool size/
stride

Params
(x106)

MACs
(x106)

conv1 28x28x1 5x5/1 28x28x32/ReLU 2x2/2 0.0008 0.6
conv2 14x14x32 5x5x32/1 14x14x64/ReLU 2x2/2 0.05 10

fc3 7x7x64 3136 512/ReLU - 2 2
fc4 512 512 10 - 0.005 0.005

total 1.7 12.3

A.2 Alexnet-Oxford102

Note that the first 2 pooling layers are followed up by local response normalization layers,
which is not shown in this table. The hyper-parameters of these normalization layers cor-
respond to the original network architecture, as presented in the paper by Krizhevsky et
al.[26].

Layer Input size Filter dim/
stride

Groups Output size/
activation

Pool size/
stride

Params
(x106)

MACs
(x106)

conv1 227x227x3 11x11/4 1 55x55x96/ReLU 2x2/2 0.03 105
conv2 27x27x96 5x5/1 2 27x27x256/ReLU 2x2/2 0.3 224
conv3 13x13x256 3x3/1 1 13x13x384/ReLU - 0.9 150
conv4 13x13x384 3x3/1 2 13x13x384/ReLU - 0.7 112
conv5 13x13x384 3x3/1 2 13x13x256/ReLU 2x2/2 0.4 75

fc6 6x6x256 9216 - 4096/ReLU - 38 38
fc7 4096 4096 - 4096/ReLU - 17 17
fc8 4096 4096 - 102 - 0.4 0.4

total 57.3 720.7

A.3 VGG16

Layer Input size Filter dim/
stride

Output size/
activation

Pool size/
stride

Params
(x106)

MACs
(x106)

conv1 1 224x224x3 3x3/1 224x224x64/ReLU - 0.002 87
conv1 2 224x224x64 3x3/1 224x224x64/ReLU 2x2/2 0.04 1850
conv2 1 112x112x64 3x3/1 112x112x128/ReLU - 0.07 925
conv2 2 112x112x128 3x3/1 112x112x128/ReLU 2x2/2 0.1 1850
conv3 1 56x56x128 3x3/1 56x56x256/ReLU - 0.3 925
conv3 2 56x56x256 3x3/1 56x56x256/ReLU - 0.6 1850
conv3 3 56x56x256 3x3/1 56x56x256/ReLU 2x2/2 0.6 1850
conv4 1 28x28x256 3x3/1 28x28x512/ReLU - 1 925
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conv4 2 28x28x512 3x3/1 28x28x512/ReLU - 2 1850
conv4 3 28x28x512 3x3/1 28x28x512/ReLU 2x2/2 2 1850
conv5 1 14x14x512 3x3/1 14x14x512/ReLU - 2 462
conv5 2 14x14x512 3x3/1 14x14x512/ReLU - 2 462
conv5 3 14x14x512 3x3/1 14x14x512/ReLU 2x2/2 2 462

fc6 7x7x512 25088 4096/ReLU - 103 103
fc7 4096 4096 4096/ReLU - 17 17
fc8 4096 4096 1000 - 4 4

total 138.3 15470.3
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B Quantization procedure

Algorithm 2 Quantization procedure to find a good network quantization configuration for narrow accu-
mulator devices (implemented in the Ristretto framework). The ConvNet that is being quantized is denoted
by net. It consists of a set of layers l, that all have a type. Convolution and fully-connected layers are eligi-
ble for quantization, and have some additional mutable parameters to encode the reduced-precision format:
bwl

in, bwl
w, bwl

out, f ll
in, f ll

w, f ll
out, denote the bit width and fractional length of input data, parameters, and

output data in layer l, respectively. The function RunForwardBatches(.) forwards a number of image batches
through net, and returns the top-1 classification accuracy. The network state (netl

in, netl
w, netl

out) can be
inspected directly after forwarding an image batch.

1: Load and initialize net . high-precision floating-point network
2: eligible layers ← {layer : layer ∈ net and (layer.type is ”Convolutional” or ”FullyConnected”)}

{1. Range estimation}
3: for i← 0 to 10 do
4: RunForwardBatches(net, 1)
5: for all l ∈ eligible layers do
6: maxl

in ← max(maxl
in, {|x| : x ∈ netl

in})
7: maxl

w ← max(maxl
w, {|x| : x ∈ netl

w})
8: maxl

out ← max(maxl
out, {|x| : x ∈ netl

out})
9: end for

10: end for
{2. Compute required Integer Length to prevent overflow}

11: for all l ∈ eligible layers do
12: ill

in ← blog2(maxl
in)c+ 1

13: ill
w ← blog2(maxl

w)c+ 1
14: ill

out ← blog2(maxl
out)c+ 1

15: end for
{3. Find good Bit Width solutions for eligible layers that satisfy the narrow-accumulator bound}

16: bwacc ← 16
17: for all l ∈ eligible layers do . net is quantized layer-wise (other layers remain high-precision)
18: available bits← bwacc + 1− (ill

out − (ill
in + ill

w))
19: solutions← {(bwin, bww) : bwin, bww ∈ N+ and bwin + bww = available bits}
20: for all s ∈ solutions do
21: Reset dataset pointer of net to first image batch
22: net.bwl

in ← s.bwin and net. f ll
in ← s.bwin − 1− ill

in
23: net.bwl

w ← s.bww and net. f ll
w ← s.bww − 1− ill

w
24: net.bwl

out ← bwacc and net. f ll
out ← bwacc − 1− ill

out
25: s.accuracy ← RunForwardBatches(net, 100)
26: end for
27: Set bwl

in, bwl
w, bwl

out, f ll
in, f ll

w, f ll
out for layer l of net to best performing solution (highest accuracy)

28: end for
{4. Test final solution (all eligible layers are now set to their best solution)}

29: Reset dataset pointer of net to initial batch
30: accuracy ← RunForwardBatches(net,100)
31: Store resulting network description in file
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C Accesses exploration procedure

Algorithm 3 Accesses exploration procedure to find the best tile sizes for a variety of schedules and
a bounded buffer size (implemented in Python). The ConvNet that is being explored is denoted by
net. It consists of a set of layers l, that all have a type. Convolutional and fully-connected layers
are eligible for accesses exploration. Every eligible layer has a set of parameters to denote the size:
Ox, Oy, Oc, On, Kx, Ky, Kc, Sx, Sy, Px, Py. These parameters denote the output feature map dimensions, the
number of output feature maps, batch size, kernel size, and input dimensions, respectively. The function
LocalMemoryUsage(.) computes the amount of memory usage of a tile i.e. (Bin + Bw + Bout) · Element size.
The number of memory accesses per tile can be computed by IntraAccesses(.), InterKcAccesses(.), InterO-
cAccesses(.), InterOxOyOnAccesses(.), and InterOxOyOnDirOxAccesses(.), for their respective schedules.

{1. Compute best tile size for Intra-tile schedule}
1: eligible layers ← {layer : layer ∈ net and (layer.type is ”Convolutional” or ”FullyConnected”)}
2: for all l ∈ eligible layers do
3: tiles ← {(TOx, TOy, TOc, TOn, TKc) : TOx, TOy, TOc, TOn, TKc ∈ N+

and TOx ≤ l.Ox, TOy ≤ l.Oy, TOc ≤ l.Oc, TOn ≤ l.On, TKc ≤ l.Kc}
4: for all m ∈ memory sizes do
5: eligible tiles ← {t : t ∈ tiles and LocalMemoryUsage(l, t) ≤ m}
6: best tilel

m ← (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) . Initialize to worst-case tile (no buffering)
7: for all t ∈ eligible tiles do
8: if IntraAccesses(l, best tilel

m) < IntraAccesses(l, t) then
9: best tilel

m ← t
10: else if IntraAccesses(l, best tilel

m) = IntraAccesses(l, t)
11: and LocalMemoryUsage(l, best tilel

m) > LocalMemoryUsage(l, t) then
12: best tilel

m ← t
13: end if
14: end for
15: end for
16: end for
17: Store best tilel

m in file
{2. Compute best tile size for inter-tile loop Kc schedule}

18: Analogous to step 1
{3. Compute best tile size for inter-tile loop Oc schedule}

19: Analogous to step 1
{4. Compute best tile size for inter-tile loop Ox, Oy, On schedule}

20: Analogous to step 1
{5. Compute best tile size for inter-tile loop Ox, Oy, On with direction Ox schedule}

21: Analogous to step 1
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